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Abstract

This research investigated the Repeated Name Penalty (RNP) and the Overt
Pronoun Penalty (OPP) in Japanese. The RNP was first reported by Gordon, Grosz and
Gilliom (1993), who observed that English sentences with repeated-name subject
anaphors were read slower than sentences with overt-pronoun subjects when the
antecedents were either the grammatical subject or the first-mentioned surface-initial
noun phrase of the previous sentence. The OPP has been reported in studies of Spanish
(Gelormini-Lezama & Almor, 2011) in which sentences with overt-pronoun subject
anaphors were read slower than sentences with null-pronoun subject anaphors for subject
antecedents.
A concern with the RNP and OPP is that, in most previously tested languages, the
grammatical subject of a sentence is typically also its discourse topic. Thus, it remains
unclear whether these effects are attributable to the anaphors’ subject-hood or to their
topic-hood. To address this question, the present study examined the RNP and the OPP in
Japanese, a language that distinctly utilizes the topic-subject and non-topic-subject. In
addition, while the existing studies controlled saliences of antecedents by grammatical
status (i.e., subject vs. object), the present study utilized the information-structurally
different antecedents, namely topic vs. non-topic (both were grammatical subjects in this
dissertation study), and the non-linguistic aspects, empathy locus vs. non-empathy locus
(both were grammatical subjects in this dissertation study).

iii

The present study consisted of six self-paced sentence-by-sentence reading
experiments with native Japanese speakers. The results showed that when antecedents
were subjects or objects, the RNP and the OPP were detected only when anaphors were
non-topic with the nominative-postposition, ga, but not topic anaphors with the topicpostposition, wa. The outcomes indicate that the topic-hood of anaphors activated
immediate anaphoric interpretation. In contrast, when the antecedents were the topic or
non-topic, the processing of anaphors with wa showed a marginal RNP, and anaphors
with ga elicited no RNP. The results are attributed to the differences in salience between
the antecedents and the function of the postpositions. Finally, although the different
empathy statuses of antecedents elicited neither the RNP nor OPP, a closer examination
of the results found a marginal OPP, likely reflecting the anti-logophoricity of overt
pronouns in Japanese.
Overall, these results indicate that the topic-hood of anaphors should be
considered in studies of the RNP and OPP and that the saliences of antecedents may be
dependent on non-grammatical aspects such as discourse topic or empathy status in
addition to grammatical status.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The primary objective of this study is to investigate the effects of the Repeated
Name Penalty (RNP) and the Overt Pronoun Penalty (OPP) in Japanese. The RNP was
first reported by Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom (1993), who investigated the processing of
personal pronouns and repeated names when these anaphors refer to person referents.
They observed that when anaphoric reference appears in the subject position of a
sentence, sentences with repetitive full referential noun-phrase (NP) anaphors (i.e.,
repeated names of the referent person) were read slower than pronouns. This slowed
reading time is not attributed to the shorter length of pronouns relative to repeated names
because it was only observed with subject anaphors referring to antecedents that were
either the grammatical subject (e.g., John gave Mary a pet hamster. John/He didn’t have
a cage to put it in.) or the first-mentioned surface-initial NP (e.g., In John’s opinion,
Mary should not have given him a pet. John/He didn’t have a cage to put it in.). In
contrast, when their antecedents were the grammatical object, the form of an anaphor (i.e.,
pronoun, repeated name) did not affect the speed with which the sentence was read. This
interaction between anaphors and antecedents is the indication of the RNP. On the other
hand, studies of a number of null subject languages such as Spanish (Gelormini-Lezama
& Almor, 2011), Italian, and Brazilian Portuguese (Almor, de Carvalho Maia, Cunha
Lima, Gelormini-Lezama & Vernice, 2013) found that overt-pronoun subject sentences
(as well as repeated-name subject sentences) were read slower than null-pronoun subject
sentences when referring to subject antecedents (e.g., John gave Mary a pet hamster.
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John/He/Ø didn’t have a cage to put it in.). Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011) named
this slowed reading of overt pronouns relative to null pronouns the Overt Pronoun
Penalty (OPP). The current study investigated if we detect these processing penalties with
different anaphors referring to different antecedents in Japanese.1
In addition to the anaphor forms investigated in the previous studies above (i.e.,
repeated names, overt pronouns and null pronouns), the present study also examined a
discourse-based NP category, the topic, as an anaphor. Previous studies examining the
RNP and OPP observed slower readings of repeated-name subjects relative to overtpronoun subjects and slower readings of overt-pronoun subjects relative to null-pronoun
subjects. However, it still remains unclear whether these effects reflect a grammatical
constraint associated with anaphors’ grammatical subject-hood or an information
structure constraint associated with anaphors’ topic-hood. This lack of clarity likely
reflects the fact that the subject and topic were not overtly differentiated in the languages
examined in the previous studies. In Japanese, the topic is expressed either in the form of
a null pronoun or as an NP with the topic postposition, wa.2 Both forms are distinct from
non-topic NPs, which are not null or not marked by wa. By overtly differentiating the
topic NP and non-topic NP, the present study measured the reading times of sentences
with the topic or non-topic anaphors that were repeated names, overt pronouns and null
pronouns. In sum, five variations of anaphors were used in this study: repeated-name
1

This dissertation uses the terms, anaphor as an element that refers to an entity that was

introduced before, and antecedent as an element that was introduced before.
2

In some linguistic studies, postposition is differentiated from marker. This dissertation

does not make this distinction.
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topic, repeated-name non-topic, overt-pronoun topic, overt-pronoun non-topic, and nullpronoun topic.3 Following Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011), for the examination of
RNP, reading times of repeated-name-topic/repeated-name-non-topic sentences and nullpronoun sentences were compared; for the examination of OPP, reading times of overtpronoun-topic/overt-pronoun-non-topic sentences and null-pronoun sentences were
compared. I looked for the interactions of these anaphors above and different types of
antecedents as the indications of RNP and OPP (baseline: null pronouns for anaphors,
salient antecedents for antecedents).
The reading times of anaphors are also affected by the salience of antecedents. In
the previous studies, slower reading occurred when the antecedents were the grammatical
subjects or first-mentioned NP in the sentence. In other words, the relative slower reading
of certain types of anaphors (e.g., English repeated-name anaphors, Spanish overt
pronouns) is observed when the antecedents are highly salient. Salience refers to the
3

In some syntactic perspectives, the structure of null topic sentences involve an empty

operator in the complementizer phrase (CP) spec position. For example, the sentence
Moo tabeta ‘already ate’ with an understood topic is, [CP Op[TOP]i [IP proi moo [VP tabe]ta].
However, this dissertation does not concern the syntactic position of the topic as
Newmeyer (1999) and Lambrecht (1994) state that it is impossible for grammars to
directly mirror any discourse function. Therefore, this dissertation treats null-pronoun
topic subjects and overt NP-wa topic subjects only as the discourse topic and
grammatical subject (i.e., [IP NP-wa/pro [VP V]]). Also, non-topic-subject anaphors with
ga and topic-subject anaphors with wa are both dealt with as the subject, and the
difference between them are only postpositions.
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degree of activation in readers’ memory; an entity being salient means that the entity is
highly activated in readers’ working memory. The salience of an antecedent is
determined by its syntactic category and by the sentence’s word order (e.g., subjects are
more salient than non-subjects; first-mentioned NPs are more salient than the other NPs).
The change in reading speeds based on the salience of the antecedent reflects the different
levels of ease of retrieval for the antecedent. Ariel (1990) calls the level of the ease of
antecedents’ retrieval accessibility. Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein’s (1995) Centering
Theory suggests an accessibility-ranking of antecedents based on the antecedents’
grammatical categories: Subject > Object > Others, from the most accessible to the least
accessible. For example, in the sentence shown below, the subject John is more
accessible than the object, Chris, i.e., John is easier to retrieve than Chris.
(1) John slapped Chris. He…
While Grosz, et al.’s ranking is based on the grammatical categories of
antecedent-NPs, Ariel (1990) and Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski (1993) maintain that
antecedents’ accessibilities and salientces are enhanced by the topic-hood of the
antecedents (i.e., Topic > Non-Topic). For example, in the following discourses, both the
topic antecedent and non-topic antecedent are grammatical subjects below. However for
the anaphor He, the topic antecedent he in (2a) might be more accessible than the nontopic antecedent Peter in (2b).
(2)

a. As for Peter, he slapped Mary. He….
b. Peter slapped Mary. He….
In addition, Walker, Iida and Cote (1994) suggest that the accessibility is also

enhanced by empathy (i.e., Empathy locus > Non-empathy locus). In other words, an
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entity that the speaker is empathizing with is more accessible than the other entities. For
instance, in (3a) below, the speaker uses the term [Taro’s] daughter to describe Hanako,
so the speaker is empathizing more with Taro than Hanako (i.e., Taro is the speaker’s
empathy locus). In contrast, in (3b), the speaker states Hanako’s father to describe Taro,
so the speaker is empathizing more with Hanako than Taro (Hanako is the speaker’s
empathy locus).
(3)

a. Taro hugged his daughter Hanako. He….
b. Hanako’s father Taro hugged her. He….

Taro is the grammatical subject in the first sentence of both discourses, so for the anaphor
He, Taro should be equally accessible in (3a) and (3b). However, the accessibility of
Taro could be lower in (3b) relative to (3a).
The current study tested the saliences and accessibilities of these different
antecedents: subject vs. object, topic vs. non-topic, and empathy locus vs. non-empathy
locus. These antecedents’ accessibilities are examined along with the five different
anaphors listed earlier (i.e. repeated-name topic, repeated-name non-topic, overt-pronoun
topic, overt-pronoun non-topic, and null-pronoun topic).
The present study investigates processing of anaphors that refer to a person
referent, using the different types of anaphors and antecedents listed above in order to
investigate the RNP and OPP in Japanese.4 This study conducted a series of self-paced
4

Following Gordon et al. (1993) and Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011), this study

focuses on the processing of anaphors that are either repeated names, overt pronouns or
null pronouns. This study does not deal with common nouns such as the ones that
accompany definite articles (e.g., “Dr. Smith… The professor…”).
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reading experiments, following Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom (1993) and GelorminiLezama and Almor (2011). To my knowledge, there are relatively few experimental
studies on the online processing of different anaphors and antecedents in Japanese or on
the influence of topic and empathy. This study aims to fill this gap in the literature,
contributing to a cross-language understanding of reference.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses anaphor forms,
particularly repeated names, overt pronouns and null pronouns, and reviews earlier
studies that tested different processing patterns with these anaphors. The chapter also
includes a detailed review of pronouns in Japanese. Chapter 3 describes postpositions in
Japanese. Because postpositions mark anaphors, they could affect anaphor processing.
Chapter 4 discusses antecedents. The chapter focuses on three different contrasts of
antecedent types, which are mentioned above: grammatical subjects vs. non-subjects,
discourse-topic vs. non-topic, and empathy locus vs. non-empathy locus. Chapter 5
describes a broad overview of the six experiments for the current study. Chapter 6
describes Experiments 1 and 2, which tested the RNP (Experiment 1) and the OPP
(Experiment 2) with subject antecedents vs. non-subject antecedents. Chapter 7 describes
Experiments 3 and 4, which tested the RNP (Experiment 3) and the OPP (Experiment 4)
with topic antecedents vs. non-topic-antecedents. Chapter 8 describes Experiments 5 and
6, which tested the RNP (Experiment 5) and the OPP (Experiment 6) with empathy-locus
antecedents vs. non-empathy-locus antecedents. Chapter 9 provides the general
discussion on all the experiments and their outcomes, and Chapter 10 concludes this
dissertation.

6

Chapter 2. Anaphors
Anaphors, the Repeated Name Penalty, and the Overt Pronoun Penalty
It has been widely argued that different anaphor forms such as repeated names,
overt pronouns and null pronouns differently affect reference production and resolution.
A number of early studies on English found the preference for using pronouns in
substitution for repetitive full NPs when referring to antecedents. For example, Sanford,
Moar and Garrod (1988) suggested that, while pronouns refer to antecedents, full NPs
generally introduce new entities into discourse. In addition, Cloitre and Bever’s (1988)
study found that readers process the reference faster when an anaphor is a pronoun rather
than when it is a full NP.
On the other hand, Gernsbacher’s (1990) research on repeated names and personal
pronouns claimed that the more that the information denoted by an anaphor overlaps with
the information of its antecedent, the easier it is to realize their referential relationship.
Thus, she suggested that informative anaphors such as repeated names have an advantage
over less informative ones such as pronouns because a repeated-name anaphor includes
information that fully matches the information of its antecedent. According to this view,
repeated-name anaphors activate the antecedents most effectively and should be
processed faster than the anaphors in less informative forms (e.g. pronouns).
However, Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom (1993) showed the processing disadvantage
of repeated-name anaphors over pronouns in English. They observed that, when an
anaphoric reference appears in the subject position of a sentence, sentences with
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repeated-name anaphors are read slower than comparable sentences with pronoun
anaphors (e.g., John gave Mary a pet hamster. John/He didn’t have a cage to put it in.).
Gordon et al. named this slower reading of repeated-name anaphors the Repeated Name
Penalty (RNP). They found that slowed reading of repeated names only occurs for subject
anaphors that refer to antecedents which are either positioned high in the syntactic tree,
namely as the subject (e.g., John gave Mary a pet hamster. John/He didn’t have a cage to
put it in.) or as the first-mentioned surface-initial NP (e.g., In John’s opinion, Mary
should not have given him a pet. John/He didn’t have a cage to put it in.). A summary of
Gordon et al.’s findings is shown in Table 2.1 below.

Table 2.1
The Repeated Name Penalty (Gordon et al., 1993)

Experiments Antecedent Anaphor

Results

Experiment 1 Subject

Slower reading

Repeated name (Subject)
Pronoun (Subject)

Object

Repeated name (Object)
Pronoun (Object)

Experiment 2 Subject

Repeated name (Surface-initial Non-subject)
Pronoun (Surface-initial Non-subject)

Experiment 3 Subject

Repeated name (Non-surface-initial Subject)
Pronoun (Non-surface-initial Subject)

Object

Repeated name (Surface-initial Non-subject)
Pronoun (Surface-initial Non-subject)
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Slower reading

Experiment 4 Subject

Repeated name (Subject)

Slower reading

Pronoun (Subject)
Object

Repeated name (Subject)
Pronoun (Subject)

Experiment 5 Non-surface-initial Subject

Repeated name (Subject)

Slower reading

Pronoun (Subject)
Surface-initial Non-subject

Repeated name (Subject)

Slower reading

Pronoun (Subject)

Gordon et al. (1993) used two-sentence discourses in this study above, but Gordon,
Hendrick, Ledoux and Yang (1999) found that the same processing penalty in a single
sentence that includes two clauses (e.g., John went to the store so that John/he could buy
candy.); an antecedent in the first clause and an anaphor in the second clause.5
Although the studies described above investigated the differential processing of
repeated names and pronoun anaphors, anaphors’ forms are not limited to repeated names
and overt pronouns in many other languages. For example, Spanish and Italian utilize
null pronouns for the subject in addition to overt pronouns. Several studies on the null
and overt pronouns in Romance languages seem to show equivalences between English
overt pronouns and Spanish/Italian null pronouns and between English repeated names
and Spanish/Italian overt pronouns. In other words, English overt-pronoun subjects and
Spanish/Italian null-pronoun subjects are preferred to English repeated-name subjects and
Spanish/Italian overt-pronoun subjects, respectively, when referring to salient antecedents.
5

Experiments in this dissertation solely used two-sentence discourses.
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For example, Alonso-Ovalle, Fernández-Solera, Frazier and Clinton (2002) examined
differences in the use of null pronouns and overt pronouns in Spanish. Based upon the
findings of their written questionnaire study, native Spanish speakers used null pronouns
to refer to subject antecedents 73.2% of the time but used overt pronouns only 50.2% of
the time to refer to subject antecedents. Also, in the acceptability judgment tests from the
same study, sentences using null-pronoun anaphors to refer to subject antecedents were
seen as significantly more acceptable than those using overt pronouns. In addition, Sorace
and Filiaci’s (2006) sentence-interpretation experiment in Italian used null and overt
pronouns referring to ambiguous antecedents. The results showed that native Italianspeaking participants tended to interpret the null-pronoun subjects referring to the subject
antecedents, and tended to interpret the overt-pronoun subjects referring to the object
antecedents. Belletii, Bennati and Sorace (2007) state that, “typically, an overt
pronominal subject of an embedded clause does not refer to the preverbal lexical subject
of a superordinate clause…, whereas a null subject does” (p. 660).
Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011) conducted a self-paced reading study in
Spanish, following Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom (1993). They found that sentences with
repeated-name or overt-pronoun subject anaphors were read slower than sentences with
null-pronoun subject anaphors when the antecedents were in the subject position of the
previous sentence (e.g., Juan se encontró con María. Juan/El/ Ø la vio triste. ‘Juan met
with Maria. Juan/He/Ø found her sad.’). They argued that the slower reading of the
repeated names reflects an RNP in Spanish whereas the slower reading of overt pronouns,
which they called the Overt Pronoun Penalty (OPP), is specific to null subject languages.
While Gelormini-Lezama and Almor observed the OPP with subject antecedents, the
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effect was reversed when the antecedents were the object; sentences with null-pronoun
anaphors were read slower than sentences with overt pronouns and repeated names. Their
findings are summarized below.

Table 2.2
The Overt Pronoun Penalty (Gelormini-Lezama & Almor, 2011)

Experiment

Antecedent

Experiment 1 Subject

Anaphor

Results

Repeated Name (Subject)

Slower reading

Overt Pronoun (Subject)

Slower reading

Null Pronoun (Subject)
Object

Repeated Name (Subject)
Overt Pronoun (Subject)
Null Pronoun (Subject)

Slower reading

Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom (1993) originally explained the RNP in the framework
of Centering Theory (Grosz, Joshi & Weinstein, 1995), arguing that this effect violates a
principle mandating the use of pronouns to refer to the most prominent entity in the
discourse. Gordon and Hendrick (1998) later modified this explanation into Discourse
Prominence Theory (DPT).6 They argued that repeated names are initially interpreted

6

Gordon and Hendrick (1997) define antecedents’ prominence as, if X c-commands Y,

and if Y does not c-command X, X is more prominent than Y. Thus, grammatical
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non-anaphorically such that the reader of a repeated-name anaphor first establishes a new
representation of the entity referred to by the repeated name and only then searches for a
possible matching antecedent, starting with the least prominent antecedent and
proceeding in increasing order of antecedent prominence. In contrast, pronouns are
immediately interpreted as anaphors that need antecedents, which are searched for in
decreasing order of antecedent prominence, starting with the most prominent antecedent.7
Thus, for prominent antecedents, pronouns are processed faster than repeated-name
anaphors. However, the DPT cannot explain the different distributions of null and overt
pronouns in Spanish and Italian, which are detected by Frazier and Clinton (2002),
Sorace and Filiaci (2006) and Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011). Specifically, when
antecedents are prominent ones such as grammatical subjects, the use of overt pronouns
is inappropriate. This does not agree with the DPT because overt pronouns should be
immediately interpreted as anaphors as long as they are pronouns, and thus null and overt
pronouns should behave similarly.
Almor (1999) offered an alternative explanation for the advantage of using
pronouns over repeated names when referring to prominent (or salient) antecedents.
Almor’s explanation is based on the Grice’s (1975) Maxim of Quantity, which insists on
the pragmatic functionality of an utterance: “Make your contribution as informative as
required” (Grice, 1975, p. 45). According to Almor’s Informational Load Hypothesis

subjects are more prominent than objects since subjects c-command objects, and objects
do not c-command subjects.
7

This dissertation considers that the words salience and prominence roughly mean the

same.
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(ILH), the amount of semantic information that an anaphor carries must be just enough to
identify the referent and, in some cases, add new information to the discourse. When the
subject is the intended antecedent, because the subject is the default antecedent, an
anaphor referring to the subject does not have to carry much semantic information that
repeated-name anaphors carry. Therefore, using repeated-name anaphors for subject
antecedents provides too much semantic information that serves no discourse function,
slowing reading. On the other hand, the RNP does not occur when the antecedent is not
the subject, because the semantic information carried by a repeated-name anaphor then
serves a discourse function in helping readers avoid the default antecedent (i.e., subject)
and identify a non-subject NP as the antecedent.
The same explanation can be applied to Gelormini-Lezama and Almor’s (2011)
findings of both the RNP and OPP in Spanish. Gelormini-Lezama and Almor found that
Spanish overt pronouns and repeated names lead to equally slower readings than null
pronouns. These results suggest that both overt pronouns and repeated names in Spanish
carry more semantic information than is necessary in order to identify subject antecedents.
The information that Spanish overt pronouns carry is redundant because their gender and
number features overlap with the information that Spanish verbal morphology provides.
The information carried by rich verbal morphology and by overt pronouns
accumulatively could reach a level where they penalize readers’ processing. This
argument is supported by the fact that the OPP is not observed in Chinese, which does
not employ verbal morphology (Yang, Gordon, Hendrick & Wu, 1999). On the other
hand, when antecedents were grammatical objects, Spanish sentences with overt
pronouns and repeated names were read faster than those with null pronouns. This result
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indicates that readers needed informative anaphors to avoid the default antecedent (i.e.,
subject) and identify the object antecedent; overt pronouns and repeated names were
satisfactory informative but null pronouns were not.
Using overt-pronoun anaphors in Spanish referring to salient subject antecedents
will be accepted in a given context where the anaphor is focused (Larson & Lujàn, 1989).
(4)

a.

Cuando
Juan trabaja,
*él/Ø no bebe.
when
John work,
he/Ø not drink.
‘When John works, he doesn’t drink.’

b.

(John allows other people to drink when they work. However,)
Cuando
Juan trabaja,
él/Ø no bebe.
when
John work,
he/Ø not drink.
‘when John works, he doesn’t drink.’
(Larson & Lujàn, 1989, p. 13)

In (4a) above, the use of an overt pronoun is avoided and a null pronoun is preferred
instead, as Gelormini-Lezama and Almor’s (2011) OPP experiments empirically revealed.
However, in (4b) above, the overt pronoun is read natural in the context that John is
focused in the contrast with the other workers. This usage of Spanish overt pronouns is
accepted because it contributes to the identification of the antecedents among competing
entities. In this regard, Spanish overt pronouns parallel English stressed pronouns, as
shown below (Larson & Lujàn, 1989). In (5a) below, the overt pronoun he cannot be
stressed, but it can be in (5b) where John is focused among multiple people.
(5)

a.

When John works, *HE/he doesn’t drink.

b.

(John allows other people to drink when they work, but)
when John works, HE/he doesn’t drink.
(Larson & Lujàn, 1989, pp. 4-5)
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Likewise, both English and Spanish should allow the use of repeated-name anaphors
when they focus one of multiple antecedents. Studies regarding the RNP in English
(Gordon, Hendrick, Ledoux & Yang, 1999; Swaab, Camblin & Gordon, 2004; Nair &
Almor, 2009) illustrate that reading speed does not slow when a repeated-name anaphor
focuses one of the equally salient antecedents in a conjoined phrase (e.g., John and Mary
went to the store. John wished to buy some candy.). Also, the original OPP study by
Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011) shows that neither the RNP nor OPP occurs when
Spanish repeated-name and overt-pronoun anaphors are the discourse focus. In their
Experiment 2, they explicitly gave a focus-hood on anaphors by utilizing the it-cleft
structure (e.g., John met with Maria. It was John/he/Ø who found her sad.). The results
showed that the sentences with repeated names were read the fastest, sentences with overt
pronouns were read the second fastest, and those with null pronouns were read the
slowest. These outcomes demonstrate that, when an anaphor is a focused entity, the
anaphor is preferred to be in an overt form (i.e., English and Spanish repeated names and
Spanish overt pronouns), contrary to the RNP and OPP.
Overt Pronoun in Japanese
Japanese utilizes both overt pronouns and null pronouns. Gundel, Hedberg and
Zacharski’s (1993) Givenness Hierarchy shows the equivalent anaphors’ forms across
five languages including English, Spanish and Japanese, as shown below. According to
the Givenness Hierarchy, English stressed pronouns, Spanish overt pronouns and
Japanese overt pronouns are equivalent, which refer to antecedents activated in working
memory. However, a contradictory fact is that, unlike English and Spanish speakers,
native Japanese speakers rarely use the 2nd and 3rd person overt pronouns; instead they
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tend to use null pronouns and full NPs including referents’ names, their titles (e.g.,
“teacher”) and kinship terms (e.g., “mother”) (Shibatani, 1990).

Table 2.3
The Givenness Hierarchy: Equivalent Anaphor Forms in English, Spanish and Japanese
(Gundel et al., 1993, p. 284)

Anaphor
Language

for more salient antecedent < --------- > for less salient antecedents

English

(unstressed) he/she

(stressed) HE/SHE

the NP

Spanish

Ø

él/ella

el NP

Japanese

Ø

kare/kanojo

NP

Clancy’s (1980) corpus study finds that, when referring to a 3rd person, Japanese speakers’
narratives employed null pronouns (73.2%) and full NPs (26.8%) but never used overt
pronouns. Nagano’s (2012) corpus study shows that, when referring to a 3rd person, only
0.5% of predicates used an overt pronoun in her oral interview with native Japanese
speakers. Miyaji’s (1964) corpus study with Japanese magazines finds that 90.15% of
references to the 1st person were made with overt pronouns, but 28.47% of references to
the 2nd person and only 0.15% of references to the 3rd person were made by overt
pronouns. Almost all of the other references without overt pronouns were made by
referents’ names, titles and kinship terms. Suzuki (1973/1978) argues, “there is a definite
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tendency to avoid [the overt-pronoun] use as often as possible and to carry on
conversation using some other words to designate speaker and address” (p. 92).
It is of importance to note that the class of expressions referred to as “Japanese
overt pronouns” is syntactically, semantically, and pragmatically different from overt
pronouns in many other languages including English and Spanish, as Clancy (1980) and
Hirose (2000) maintain that Japanese does not have a system of overt pronouns
corresponding directly to those of English. Further, in observing the distribution of
Japanese overt pronouns, they might not be “pronouns” in the traditional sense. One of
the unique properties of Japanese overt pronouns that are distinct from other languages’
pronouns is that they can be modified by a clause or an adjective, just like regular nouns.
In other words, it is grammatical in Japanese to say, “he, whom I saw yesterday” or
“beautiful she”. Also, Japanese overt pronouns can be modified by demonstratives; it is
grammatical in Japanese to say, “this I” or “that he”. Another example of uniqueness of
Japanese overt pronouns is their length. In general, pronouns should be shorter than full
NPs for the purpose of communicative efficacy, but most Japanese overt pronouns such
as anata ‘you’ and kanojo ‘she’ are neither orthographically nor phonologically shorter
than a typical regular noun. Considering that “there is strong evidence that […] word
forms contribute to processing difficulty” (Jaeger & Tily, 2010, p. 326), Japanese overt
pronouns would not contribute to efficient communication. In addition, it is known that
Japanese 1st and 2nd person overt pronouns have a large number of forms, and most of the
forms of Japanese overt pronouns derive from regular nouns (e.g., watakusi ‘I’ originally
meant ‘private thing’; kimi ‘you’ meant ‘emperor’) or from deictic terms (e.g., anata ‘you’
and kare ‘he’ formerly meant ‘that place in the distance’ or ‘that person in the distance’)
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(Miyaji, 1964; Shibatani, 1990). Moreover, the use of each form is subject to sociocultural factors to a greater extent compared with other languages (Hinds, 1975; Kanaya,
2002; Obana, 2003a, b; Ono & Thompson, 2004; Palmroos, 2010).
1st person Overt Pronoun
Japanese 1st person pronouns (i.e., ‘I’ in English) include watasi, atasi, watakusi,
atakusi, watai, atai, wate, ate, boku, ore, ora, oira, wai, wasi, assi, oidon, uchi, zibun,
ware, soregasi, sessha, temae, onore and shosei. These variations are correlated with
socio-cultural factors such as the gender, age, and relative social standing of the speaker
and the addressee, as well as with other discourse-related and language-related variables
such as speech level (i.e. formality-familiarity), and dialectal differences. For example,
watasi and watakusi, which are perhaps the most general 1st person pronouns, are the
only forms normally used in formal situations such as business meetings, ceremonial
speeches, or employment interviews.8 If one does not call himself/herself watasi or
watakusi in an interview, and instead uses a cruder, more vernacular form of the 1st
person pronoun, such as ore, he/she would most likely not be hired, at least in the whitecollar job market. The 1st person forms atasi, atakusi, atai and ate are all variants of
watasi, watakusi, watai and wate with the deletion of the word-initial “w” (i.e., syncope).
Those forms without “w” are used in more informal situations than those with “w”.
Further, while the forms with “w” are used by both male and female speakers, those
without “w” are used only by females. If a male speaker calls himself atasi, he will sound
8

Although watasi and watakusi are formal versions of the 1st person pronoun, there is a

difference of the degree of formality between these two, i.e., watakusi is more formal
than watasi.
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to some extent as though he was presenting himself as a female (e.g., he might be
transsexual). On the other hand, boku, ore, ora, oira, wai, wasi, assi and shosei are used
only by males. Among these words, boku and ore are the most common, but ore sounds
rougher, more masculine and more informal than boku. Shibatani (1990) shows the
differentiation of the uses of the 1st person pronouns based on gender and formality in the
table below.

Table 2.4
Distinction in Pronouns (Shibatani, 1990, p. 371)

Formal < ---------------------------------------------- > Informal
1st person
Male speaker

watakusi

Female speaker

watakusi

watasi

boku
watasi

ore
atasi

However, gender and formality are not the only factors that determine the use of Japanese
overt pronouns. Age is another factor that comes to bear in determining the use of the 1st
person overt pronoun forms. For example, as wasi is typically used by older males at or
around retirement age, and boku is mainly used by younger males. The 1st person form
boku was initially a Chinese loanword meaning ‘slave/servant’, and first developed as a
student slang expression meaning ‘your servant = I/me’ (Martin, 1975, p. 1076). Since
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then, boku has come to express a speaker’s deference to his addressee, communicating
the sense that he is young, and less experienced than his addressee. If a highly
experienced or knowledgeable person with a high social status calls himself boku, that
means that he is bringing himself to a lower status in order to be humble or to fill the gap
of social statuses between himself and the addressee (i.e., the speaker is attempting to
speak in a frank and friendly manner). The forms ora and oira ordinarily communicate
that the speaker is a rustic individual (e.g., is from rural or countryside regions and likely
from Northern Japan).9 The forms uchi (which is also used as a regular noun that means
‘house/home’) and wai are dialectic terms of Western Japan, with uchi typically used by
females, and wai by males. The form oidon is also a dialect-specific 1st person pronoun
used by males in the southernmost region of Japan (i.e., Kyushu region). It is also a form
that is felt to be out of fashion, and its use has fallen off drastically in recent years.
Finally, the term zibun is often categorized by Japanese linguists as a reflexive pronoun
and is most commonly used as a 1st person pronoun by the people who have participated
in physically strict training regimens, such as in the Self-Defense Forces or a traditional
athletic team.10 Zibun as a 1st person pronoun became popular among military men before
9

A well-known example is found in a popular cartoon, Dragon Ball. Goku, the

protagonist, who grew up in a mountain, calls himself ora. In contrast, his son, Gohan,
calls himself boku, which reflects the influence from his mother who is obsessed with his
education.
10

The Self-Defense Forces are the military forces of Japan. Its activity is limited to

reactive defenses against attacks from outsiders and is prohibited from the participation in
a battle outside Japan.
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Japan’s defeat in World War II. The use of zibun as the 1st person pronoun allows a
speaker to present himself as being traditional, and possessing a strong masculine
character. The terms soregasi, temae and onore were used a few hundred years ago, by
the people in high social classes (e.g. such as members of the samurai class), but very few
people now use these terms. The term shosei is extremely formal and exclusively used in
formal writing.
A Japanese speaker uses these different 1st person pronouns depending on
different situations. A boy who was born in countryside might call himself ora. If he
moves to a big city, he could change ora to boku and/or ore in an attempt to fix or hide
his rural background. He might use ore when talking with his classmates and boku when
talking with his school principal. If he becomes a businessman, he would have to use
watasi/watakusi (but he could still keep using ore when talking to his close friends or
family members). When he gets old and is retired, he might start calling himself wasi. If
he writes his autobiography before he dies, he might refer to himself in it using the
pronoun shosei. Summarizing, Japanese “1st person overt pronouns” are much more than
mere pronouns. They express a speaker’s gender, age, background, his relationship and
standing respective of the addressee, the level of formality and politeness particular to the
discourse context, and sometimes the mode of expression (i.e., written vs. spoken).
2nd person Overt Pronoun
Japanese 2nd person pronouns (i.e. ‘you’ in English) also have a large number of
forms. They include anata, anta, kimi, omae, omee, temee, kisama, onore, ondore, odore,
ware, zibun, boku, onusi, nanji, unu, kikei, kiden and otaku. Similar to the 1st person
pronouns, their use is determined by socio-cultural and discourse factors. However, 2nd
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person pronouns are much more circumscribed in their use. That is, although these forms
can express different degrees of formality and politeness toward the addressee, none of
the 2nd person pronouns are simply not to be used when the addressee is older or of a
higher status than the speaker (Shibatani, 1990). For example, Tanaka (1993) recounts a
situation wherein a Chinese worker, an employee at a Japanese company founded in
China, called his Japanese boss anata, and the worker was fired on account of it. This is
because it is considered highly disrespectful to address a social superior with the use of
an overt pronoun. Also, the 2nd person overt pronoun is not be used in referring to an
addressee who is older than the speaker. For instance, Hasumi (1986) describes a
situation in which he was shocked by his Japanese-French bilingual child addressing him
as anata in Japanese. When addressing a social superior or someone who is older,
Japanese politeness conventions dictate that one should use their actual names (e.g., an
individual named Honda Jiro would be addressed as Honda-san ‘Mr. Honda’ by
someone who was not a close friend or acquaintance, and as Jiro-san by someone who
was so). Alternatively, one may address a person using their title (plus the respect ending
–san). Thus, one’s otoo ‘father’ would be otoo-san and one’s sensei ‘teacher’ might be
Sensei, Honda-sensei, or Jiro-sensei.
The most common 2nd person pronouns are anata, anta, kimi and omae.11 Among
these, anata and kimi are used in formal situations, and anta and omae are informal. For
instance, as an example of a formal situation, a professor can call his/her student anata or
11

As mentioned earlier, anata was originally a deictic term. Anata meant ‘a person in

distance/a distant place’; konata meant ‘the speaker/a place near the speaker’; sonata
meant ‘the listener/a place near the listener’.
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kimi; if a professor calls a student anta or omae, the professor might appear to be either
overly friendly with or perhaps even rude to the student. As an example of an
appropriately informal situation, a parent is entitled to call his/her child anta or omae; if a
parent calls his/her child anata or kimi, their relationship would seem overly formal.
Japanese also has a number of 2nd person pronoun forms that have clearly negative
connotations and are used as insults or terms of disrespect. Included among these are
kisama, temee, onore, ondore, odore and ware. These forms are typically used when a
speaker is angrily yelling at or arrogantly insulting an addressee. They can be thought of
as equivalent to ‘you, bastard!’ in English. Note that these forms are derived from two
older 1st person pronoun forms, temae and onore. When used as 1st person pronouns,
they would communicate a reserved and humble disposition on the part of the speaker.
Thus, when used as 2nd person pronoun, their effect is the opposite. In this case they
communicate that the speaker deems the addressee as needing to be humble – which is an
insult, from a politeness perspective. In other words, by lowering the addressee’s status
rather than his own the speaker is seen to be looking down upon the addressee.
Interestingly, the meaning of kisama has changed over time; it originally expressed a
measure politeness toward an addressee, but is now used to insult. While zibun is used (as
we have seen) as a 1st person pronoun, it is also used as the 2nd person pronoun by
speakers of the Kansai regional dialect. Similarly, boku is a 1st person pronoun for young
males, but can be used as a 2nd person pronoun when talking to a small male child. Onusi,
nanji and unu are classical terms from pre-modern era, and are rarely used now. Kikei
and kiden are mostly used in formal writing, and express a speaker’s (or writer’s)
politeness toward the referent. Otaku is different from the others in that, while most
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Japanese 2nd person pronouns’ referents have to be persons, the referent of otaku can be
also an organization or institute (similar to English ‘you’). For example, one can say
otaku in referring to a company when talking with the telephone operator of the company,
as “I thought you (otaku) accept the payment by a credit card”.
3rd person Overt Pronoun
Unlike the 1st and 2nd person pronouns, Japanese 3rd person pronouns have only
two basic forms, namely kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’. In this regard, Japanese 3rd person
overt pronouns are more comparable to those of English than are their 1st and the 2nd
person pronouns (Ishiguro, 2013). The reason that there are so few variant of the 3rd
person pronominal form is that Japanese did not traditionally ever have anything that
might be considered an overt 3rd person pronoun, and that they (these pronouns) were
originally coined for the purpose of translating texts written in Western languages
(Shibatani, 1991; Martin, 1975). In the mid-19th century, Japan was forced to abandon its
isolationist policy and began thenceforth to develop itself as an industrial and military
power. In this context, Japan began importing ideas (and texts) from the West, and
translators found the need to coin gendered pronouns that are equivalent to ‘he’ and ‘she’
in Western languages.
The 3rd person overt pronouns kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ are derived from a noun,
kare/ka, which meant ‘a distant location from a speaker’. When kare/ka was used to refer
to a person-entity, it indicated a person who was physically or psychologically distant
from the speaker, as a sign of politeness to the person. The word, kare ‘distant
location/person in distance’, was adapted as the counterpart of English ‘he’, and kanojo
‘she’ was derived from adaptation of ka ‘distant location/person in distance’ plus the
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genitive-postposition no and onna/jo ‘woman’, as shown below (Obana, 2003b; Ishiguro,
2013).12
(6)

kare/ka
distant location/person in distance


kare
distant location/person in distance
‘he’



ka
distant location/person in distance
‘she’

no
onna/jo
GEN woman

The construction ka-no NP is still found in contemporary Japanese. Two examples, ka-no
chi ‘that place’ and ka-no yumei-na NP ‘that famous NP’ are shown below.
(7)

a.

ka
no
chi
distant location
GEN place
‘that place (which is very far and hard to reach)’

b.

Taro-wa ka
no
yumei-na koneru daigaku-ni
itta.
Taro-TOP distant location GEN famous Cornell University-DIR went
‘Taro went to that famous Cornell University (that is prestigious and
psychologically distant).’

Like the 1st and 2nd person pronouns, the uses of the 3rd person pronouns are also socioculturally constrained. They are not used when referents are older than, or socially
superior to, speakers, similar to the restrictions on 2nd person pronoun use. For instance, a
professor could say kare ‘he’ or kanojo ‘she’ when referring to his/her student, but a

12

‘Woman’ in Japanese is onna (女). ‘She’ in Japanese was initially ka no onna. Around

1910, the pronunciation onna was replaced by jo, and ka no onna turned to ka no jo
(Ishiguro, 2013), jo being another (Sino-Japanese) pronunciation of the Japanese
character for onna (女).
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student would not say kare ‘he’ or kanojo ‘she’ when referring to his/her professor. The
avoidance of kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ in reference to social superiors and elders reflects
a language change of the original word ka/kare. Where the words were formerly used as a
sign of politeness toward referents, they are now used in referring to socially lower or
younger people. Hinds’ (1975) questionnaire research confirmed that native Japanese
speakers accepted the uses of kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ when referring to someone
younger than oneself and socially inferior to the speaker. However, it is not simply the
case that kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ are avoided when referents are older than or socially
superior to speakers. The personal relationship between speakers and referents also
affects the usage of kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’. Hinds (1975) found that they are avoided
when referents are personally close to speakers (e.g., family members, close friends) as
well as when referents have little personal relationship to speakers and listeners (e.g.,
strangers, celebrities), even if the referents are younger than and socially inferior to the
speaker. In sum, kare ‘he’ or kanojo ‘she’ are only used to refer to those who are younger
than the speaker, socially inferior to the speaker, personally acquainted with the
speaker/listener but not socially close to them. The interaction of these factors (i.e., age,
social status, and personal relationship) is roughly depicted in the graphic below. The xaxis and y-axis express the status of referents relative to that of the speakers. Referents
who fit in the gray rectangle can be referred to using kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘he’.
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Older/Socially superior

Closer relationship
(e.g., family member)

Less relationship
(e.g., stranger)

Younger/Socially inferior
Figure 2.1. Status and familiarity of individuals who can be referred to using kare ‘he’ or
kanojo ‘she’

In addition to factors listed above, Hinds (1975) also reports that Japanese speakers feel
that the use of kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ is sophisticated and that they therefore tend to
use kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ in referring to a foreigner. In addition, these overt
pronouns are not used when the referent person is present at the time of utterance.13
Note that the socio-cultural constraints depicted above often do not apply in
written Japanese, especially in novels (Obana, 2003b). In novels, a writer has total
control over the characters, so he/she is socially neither superior nor inferior to them.
Also, he/she knows the characters, but not personally. Thus, novelists often use kare ‘he’
and kanojo ‘she’ to refer to the characters (except in conversations between characters)
13

Kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ were also developed to form regular nouns that mean

‘boyfriend’ and ‘girlfriend’, which Hinds calls the lover effect (Hinds, 1975, p. 133). A
famous example is a pop song from 1973, Watasi-no kare-wa hidari-kiki ‘my boyfriend
is left-handed’. However, it is rare to call a boyfriend kare. Instead, karesi is the more
common term for ‘boyfriend’.
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without being constrained by socio-cultural factors.
As mentioned earlier in this section, Clancy (1980), Nagano (2014) and Miyaji
(1964) revealed that 3rd person pronouns usage is much less prevalent than that of 1st and
2nd person pronouns. However, in written Japanese, as Obana (2003b), Ueno and Kehler
(2010) point out that “[3rd person pronouns] are used more frequently than before in
[Japanese people’s] daily life” (Obana, 2003b, p. 139), and that “they appear to be
becoming incorporated into daily Japanese at an increasing rate” (Ueno & Kehler, 2010,
p. 2057). An observation with the Kotonoha Shonagon corpus
(http://www.kotonoha.gr.jp/shonagon) supports their view, as shown in the table below.14

14

In this corpus study, the search for kare ‘he’ was conducted by looking up this word’s

kanji character, 彼. The numbers shown in the table exclude the following words that
include this character: 何彼, 誰彼, 彼我, 彼岸, 彼此, 彼氏, 彼ら, 彼等, 彼女ら, 彼女等,
彼処, 彼程, 彼奴, 彼方, 彼某, 元彼, 今彼, 前彼, 彼所, and 海彼 (see Apendix A for a
table showing readings and meanings of these words). In addition, the corpus also finds
the increasing uses of kare-ra ‘they’, which is the plural form of kare ‘he’: 172 (19711979), 1472 (1980-1989), 5516 (1990-1999), and 9934 (2000-2005). Likewise, the
corpus finds the increasing uses of kanojo-ra ‘they’, which is the plural form of kanojo
‘she’, as 2 (1971-1979), 48 (1980-1989), 127 (1990-1999), and 181 (2000-2005). A
limitation of this corpus research is that it could not exclude kare and kanojo used as
nouns for ‘boyfriend’ and ‘girlfriend’.
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Table 2.5
Appearances of Kare ‘he’ and Kanojo ‘she’ in Books Published in 1971-2005

1971-1979
(9 years)

1980-1989
(10 years)

1990-1999
(10 years)

2000-2005
(6 years)

kare ‘he’

538

5,113

19,697

32,046

kanojo ‘she’

407

2,618

10,552

18,021

Simultaneously, socio-cultural constraints on the use of the 3rd person overt pronouns
appear to be loosening among younger generations. Obana (2003b) replicated Hinds’
(1975) questionnaire research with participants in different generations (15 to 75 years
old). She finds that, compared to the participants older than 45 years old, those younger
than 45 tend to accept kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ used in reference to family members
and to both strangers and celebrities. They also tend to freely use kare ‘he’ and kanojo
‘she’ in a formal speech or writing, irrespective of the social relationship between the
speaker and the referent. These findings indicate that 3rd person overt pronouns usage
may be in a process of diachronic change. They might be becoming less constrained by
the socio-cultural factors, and on their way to becoming more pronoun-like in the sense
of Western languages.
Japanese Overt Pronoun as Epithet
The preceding sections have established that Japanese overt pronouns function as
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more than simply pronouns, contrasting with Western languages. This begs the question
of whether they should be categorized as overt pronouns if their use extends beyond that
of overt pronouns in other languages. Based on the distributions of Japanese overt
pronouns, linguists such as Hashimoto (1948), Kuroda (1965), Wetzel (1994) and Kanaya
(2002) argue that there are no differences in morphosyntactic features between overt
pronouns and regular nouns in Japanese, and they suggest that what is called overt
pronouns should be classified as regular nouns. On the other hand, Hoji (1991),
Hasegawa (1995), Kinsui (1989), Okamura (1972) and Takubo and Kimura (1992)
categories kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ as demonstratives because they take kare ‘he’ and
kanojo ‘she’ to be used as indexing someone from the speaker’s viewpoint. Japanese has
a rich three-position system of deictic expressions, sometimes referred to as the so-called
ko-so-a-do paradigm. Expressions starting with ko indicate ‘something or someone close
to the speaker’; those with so indicate ‘far from the speaker and close to the hearer’; those
with a indicate ‘far from both the speaker and hearer’; and those with do are
interrogatives. Examples are shown below.
(8)
kore ‘this’

/

koko ‘here’

sore ‘that (close to the hearer)’

/

soko ‘there (close to the hearer)’

are ‘that (far from speaker and hearer)’ /

are ‘over there (far from speaker and hearer)’

dore ‘which’

doko ‘where’

/

Hoji (1991) discusses the similar distribution of those with a and kare ‘he / kanojo ‘she’,
i.e., the words with ka, suggesting that they are demonstratives.
Yashima (2014) presents an alternative analysis which suggests that Japanese
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pronouns should be classified as epithets, a category that Jackendoff (1972) calls
specialized pronouns (p. 110). Epithets, exemplified in English by expressions such as
the bastard, the idiot or the fool, carry semantic connotations that are often negative.
According to Dubinsky and Hamilton (1998), English epithets have nearly the same
distribution as pronouns from a syntactic perspective, being subject to Condition B of the
Binding Theory (Chomsky, 1981). This distribution is distinct from that of pronouns by
virtue of their having the added property of being anti-logophoric. Based on the sense of
the term logophoricity as introduced by Hagege (1974), logophoric pronouns are
pronominal expressions that exclusively refer to antecedents “whose speech, thoughts,
feelings, or general state of consciousness are reported” (Clements, 1975, p. 141).
Logophoricity thus entails a speaker’s situating himself in the place of (i.e., empathizing
with) the referent. Anti-logophoricity plays the opposite role; anti-logophoric pronouns
tend not to refer to antecedents when the sentence reports the antecedents’ speech or
thought (i.e., when the antecedent is the perspective-bearer). Dubinsky and Hamilton
claim that the pronominal quality of epithets is supported by the fact that they are subject
to Condition B of the Binding Theory. According to Condition B, pronouns may not be
bound in their governing category. Accordingly, the sentence Johni embarrassed the
idioti (in which John coreferential with the idiot) is ungrammatical for the same reason
that Johni embarrassed himi is, namely the subject John binds (i.e. c-commands and is
co-indexed with) the object expression the idiot/him in its governing category (Dubinsky
& Hamilton, 1998, p. 688). Further, in addition to being constrained in their distribution
in the same way as regular pronouns, the distribution of epithets is also restricted by antilogophoricity, as shown in English examples below.
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(9)

(10)

a.

*It was said by Johni that the idioti lost a thousand dollars on the slots.

b.

It was said of Johni that the idioti lost a thousand dollars on the slots.

a.

*According to Johni, the idioti is married to a genius.

b.

Speaking of Johni, the idioti is married to a genius.
(Dubinsky & Hamilton, 1998, p. 688)

The sentences (9a) and (10a) are ruled out because the above sentences report John’s (i.e.
antecedent) statements, and the epithets anti-logophorically avoid referring to it. Notice
that in neither (9a) nor (10a) can it be said that John binds the epithet, since it does not ccommand it. Thus, the acceptability of the sentences in (9) and (10) can be seen to vary
solely on account of the sentence taking (or not taking) John’s perspective. If the
sentence is logophoric relative to John (e.g., (10a)), then an epithet referring to John is
unacceptable, the epithet being anti-logophoric. Yashima (2014) presents a paradigm
similar to this one, claiming that Japanese 3rd person overt pronouns are also pronouns
subject to Condition B of the Binding Theory, and further constrained by antilogophoricity.
(11)

a. *Dono
gakuseii-mo
every
student-PART
‘Every student blamed himself’

karei-o
he-ACC

semeta.
blamed

b. *Dono
gakuseii-mo [karei-ga isya-ni
naru] to
every
student-PART he-NOM doctor-as become that
‘Every student believes that he will become a doctor.’

sinziteiru.
believe

(Yashima, 2014, p. 1430)
The sentence (11a) is ungrammatical because it violates Condition B, and (11b) is
impossible because it violates anti-logophoricity constraint, i.e., kare ‘he’ is referring to
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gakusei ‘student’ that is the agent of believing.15 We can observe that (11b) is not ruled
out by Condition B, since kare is bound by an expression dono gakusei that is outside its
governing category. The following data from Kuno (1986) also demonstrates the antilogophoric property of Japanese overt pronouns.
(12)

a.

*[Hanakoi-ga tensai da] to kanozyoi-ga
Hanako-NOM genius is that she-NOM
‘Hanako thinks that she is a genius.’

omotte iru.
thinking

b.

[Hanakoi-ga
tensai da] to kanozyoi-no ryoosin-ga
omotte iru.
Hanako-NOM genius is that she-GEN
parents-NOM thinking
‘Hanako’s parents think that she is a genius.’
(Kuno, 1986, p. 42)

The sentence (12a) is not acceptable because the sentence reports Hanako’s thought, and
the overt pronoun kanozyo (or kanojo) ‘she’ is referring to Hanako (i.e., Hanako is the
perspective-bearer). On the other hand, (12b) is acceptable because the sentence reports
the thought of Hanako’s parents’, not Hanako’s (i.e., Hanako’s parents are the

15

The unacceptability of (11b) could be accounted for by a widely accepted view that

Japanese overt pronouns cannot be interpreted as bound variables (Saito & Hoji, 1983).
However, according to Yashima, this account is not enough because there are sentences
in which an overt pronoun can become a bound variable, as shown in the one below.
Dono nooberysyoo zyusyoo sakka-mo
kare-no hisyo-o
turetekita.
every Nobel.Prize winning author-PART he-GEN secretary-ACC brought
‘Every Nobel Proze winning author brought his secretary.’
(Hoji, Kinsui, Takubo & Ueyama, 2000, p. 142)
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perspective-bearer). Again, neither occurrence of kanozyo violates Condition B, since
Hanako does not c-command kanozyo.16
On the other hand, Kanno (1997) and Pimentel’s (2014) questionnaire-based
experiments present data in which kare ‘he’ and kanojo ‘she’ might be taken to not be
anti-logophoric. They used items similar to (12a) above, such as Yamamoto-san-ga [asita
kare-ga butyooo-ni au to] itteimasu yo ‘Mr. Yamamoto is saying that he (kare) will meet
the division manager tomorrow’ (Kanno, 1997, p. 283; Pimentel, 2014, p. 174).17 For this
type of sentence, Kanno and Pimentel asked native Japanese speakers whether kare’s
antecedent was (i) Yamamoto (logophoric antecedent), (ii) another person (antilogophoric antecedent) or (iii) either Yamamoto or another person. Their results are
shown below.

16

Yashima (2014) maintains that a sentence such as (12a) is acceptable because in his

view, Japanese 3rd person overt pronouns’ anti-logophoricity appears only when the
antecedents are quantified (e.g., Dono gakusei-mo ‘every student’ in (11a)). However,
Kanno and Pmentel’s data implies that the anti-logophoricity constraint extends to nonquantified antecedents.
17

A difference between (12a) and Kanno and Pimentel’s sentence is that (12a) is a

scrambled sentence (OSV), while Kanno and Pimentel’s sentence is in the default word
order in Japanese (SOV).
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Table 2.6
Antecedents of kare in ‘Yamamoto is saying that kare will meet the division manager
tomorrow.’ (Kanno, 1997; Pimentel, 2014)

Antecedent

(i) Yamamoto

(ii) Another person

(iii) Either

Kanno (1997)

7%

53%

40%

Pimentel (2014)

21%

59%

20%

Based on the results of participants’ acceptances for (i) Yamamoto plus (iii) either
Yamamoto or another person (7% plus 40% in Kanno; 21% plus 20% in Pimentel),
Kanno and Pimentel conclude that Japanese 3rd person pronouns can refer to logophoric
antecedents (e.g., Yamamoto), suggesting that they are not anti-logophoric. However, a
closer examination of these studies actually suggests that the anti-logophoric property of
kare/kanojo is real. One possible reason for coming to this conclusion from their studies
might lie in their presentation of experimental items. In the sentences that they provided
to participants, only logophoric antecedents were explicitly presented, without any
competing antecedent. The absence of anti-logophoric antecedents might well have
biased participants to accept an interpretation that they might not generate independently
(i.e., kare/kanojo’s reference to logophoric antecedents). Furthermore, even with the
possible bias, their results show that the participants dis-preferred the reference to (i)
Yamamoto (a logophoric antecedent) compared with (ii) another person (anti-logophoric
antecedent): 7% vs. 53% in Kanno; 21% vs. 59% in Pimentel. I interpret this strong dis-
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preference for a logophoric antecedents (even in the condition wherein it is explicitly
offered as a grammatically well-formed possibility) as an indication of the antilogophoric property of Japanese 3rd person pronouns kare ‘he’ kanojo ‘she’.
As shown in the observations above, the distribution of Japanese overt pronouns
share the properties with English epithets. They are pronouns, but specialized pronouns
that do not refer to the antecedents whose speech or thoughts are reported. I use the term
“Japanese overt pronouns” in this dissertation for expository purpose, but they are
actually epithets and greatly different from overt pronouns in English or Spanish.
For the examination of the OPP in the current study, among the Japanese overt
pronouns, I will use the 3rd person overt pronouns and will not use the 1st and 2nd person
overt pronouns. The reasons are outlined below. First, to my knowledge, all the existing
RNP and OPP studies focus on the 3rd person overt pronouns. Second, kare ‘he’ and
kanojo ‘she’ are often used without socio-cultural connotations in written Japanese. Third,
1st and 2nd person pronouns have a numerous number of forms, whose usage is
constrained by a great variety of socio-cultural factors. Managing the many overlapping
conditions governing the distribution of the various 1st and 2nd person forms would likely
be impossible within an experiment. On the other hand, the 3rd person overt pronouns
have only a few forms, and are becoming less constrained in their use, especially among
younger speakers (Obana, 2003b). Thus, the 3rd person pronouns are likely to be the best
category to treat as “overt pronouns” in OPP experiments in Japanese. However, when
discussing the results, we should keep in mind that the Japanese overt pronouns are not
perfectly comparable to Spanish or English overt pronouns because they are antilogophoric epithets. Experimental outcomes might therefore be subject to these effects
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even if the experiments elicit OPP-like reading-time differences between overt pronouns
and null pronouns.
Null Pronouns and Repeated Names in Japanese
Since overt pronouns are infrequently used in Japanese, alternative anaphors are
null pronouns and repetitive full NPs, as Martin (1975) states in the following:
[…] the appropriate translation of English pronoun is either zero (omit the
reference) or a repetition of the noun. In English we avoid repeating a noun once
it has been mentioned, substituting an anaphoric pronoun after the first mention.
In Japanese there is no stricture against repeating the noun any number of times
[…] (p. 1075)
Kuroda (1965) and Kameyama (1985) maintain that null pronouns in Japanese
correspond to English overt pronouns. Because I have shown that Japanese overt
pronouns are actually epithets, null pronouns should be the only regular pronouns in
Japanese. Nakayama (1990a, b) examined reference resolution with null pronouns and
overt pronouns in Japanese in sentences such as the ones below; the possible antecedents
and anaphors are underlined in these sentences.
(13)
a. Null pronoun
Toshokan-de benkyooshiteiru gakusei-ga
tomodachi-ni Ø shukudai-o
shiteoita
library-at
studying
student-NOM friend-to
homework-ACC did
to
COMP

tsugeta.
informed

‘The student who was studying at the library informed his friend that he did homework.’
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b. Overt pronoun
Machi-o
aruiteita obasan-ga
keisatsu-ni kanojo-ga doroboo-o mita to
street-ACC walking woman-NOM police-to she-NOM thief-ACC saw COMP
denwashita.
telephoned
‘The middle-aged woman who was walking on the street telephoned the police that she
saw the thief.’
(Nakayama, 1990b, p. 15)
Both the antecedents and anaphors are the subjects in the matrix clauses and embedded
clauses, respectively. Nakayama employed a probe recognition task in this experiment.
After participants read the experimental sentences, they saw probe words that were the
antecedent NPs and judged if the words were present in the sentences that they just read.
The results show that the participants’ reaction times for the null pronouns’ antecedents
were significantly faster than those for the overt pronouns’ antecedents. This outcome
indicates that the participants’ awareness of the referential relationship between null
pronouns and antecedents was faster than their awareness of the relationship between
overt pronouns and antecedents. This result suggests an effect similar to the OPP is
operative in Japanese. That is, sentences with overt pronouns would be read slower than
those with null pronouns. However, in order to confirm this implication, it is necessary to
further test the reference to non-salient antecedents (e.g., object antecedents) and see
whether or not there is a significant difference in reading-time between null-pronoun and
overt-pronoun sentences. In addition, as mentioned in the previous section, it is important
to note that Japanese overt pronouns are different from Spanish overt pronouns. The
slower reading times of Japanese overt pronouns might be due to their epithet-like quality.
It is possible that the participants’ establishment of reference in (13b) was slower because
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kanojo ‘she’ would be unlikely to refer to obasan ‘middle-aged woman’ in this sentence
when obasan ‘woman’ is the agent of reporting (i.e., denwashita ‘called’). Moreover,
since the use of Japanese overt pronouns could sound unnatural due to socio-cultural
constrains such as antecedents’ ages or social statuses, it could be more appropriate not to
use kinship terms or title, e.g., obasan ‘middle-aged woman’.
In investigating the distribution of null pronouns and full NPs, a corpus study by
Hashimoto, Inui, Shirai, Tokunaga and Tanaka’s (2001) found that null pronouns refer to
antecedents that are closely positioned to the null pronouns, while a repetitive NP is often
used in a new paragraph, referring to the antecedents in a previous paragraph. Also,
Tsuchiya, Yoshimura and Nakayama (2014) report that Japanese speakers use an
anaphoric full NP when another NP interrupts the referent and the full NP. Similarly,
Yoshida’s study (2005a, 2005b, 2011) utilizes Walker’s (1998) Cache Model, which
introduces the notions of cache, push, and return pop. Caches are the current centers of
attention, which are active in short-term memory and are easily recoverable entities;
pushes are newly activated centers of attention; and return pops are reactivated centers of
attention. According to Yoshida, a cache is initially introduced as a full NP and
maintained by null pronouns. This entity is considered to be the current topic and
currently activated within a scene, an episode, a paragraph, etc. The maintenance of
cache (i.e., the current topic) can be interrupted by another full NP, push, which
expresses a subtopic (i.e., a new center of attention). After a push cut the continuity/chain
of the cache, full-NP anaphors are used as a return pop in order to resume the cache. This
is illustrated in the example below.
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(14)
1. ‘Taroi studied at the library.’

full NPi = introduction of a topic (cache)

2. ‘Øi studied physics.’

null pronouni = reference to the topic

3. ‘Hanakoy came into the library.’

full NPy = introduction of a subtopic (push)

4. ‘Taroi talked to her.’

full NPi = resumption of the topic (return pop)

Nakahama’s (2011) observations regarding Japanese speakers’ narratives support the
above analyses. Nakahama found that a full NP was used to introduce a new entity,
which was referred to by null pronouns. A reference by a full NP occurred when the
speakers re-introduced the topic after another subtopic intervened. The studies above
agree that null pronouns refer to a currently activated antecedent while repeated full NPs
refer to an inactivated information (i.e., new entity) or less activated information (e.g.,
non-salient antecedents that appeared in the previous paragraph). These uses of Japanese
full NPs seem similar to English full NPs, as Marslen-Wilson, Levy and Tyler (1982)
found that English speakers tend to use full NPs when re-establishing a non-salient
referent into a central role of the discourse.
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Chapter 3. Adnominal Postpositions, Wa and Ga
Wa and Ga for Subject
So far, this paper has discussed the forms of anaphoric expressions (i.e., null
pronouns, overt pronouns and repeated full NPs). However, Japanese utilizes adnominal
postpositions with NPs to signal grammatical and semantic roles as well as to mark
discourse functions. It should be noted that there is not a one-to-one relationship between
form and meaning, or between form and function. A single grammatical function or
semantic role can be marked by more than one postposition and particular postpositions
can be used to signal more than one function or grammatical role. For instance, the
subject in Japanese is typically appears with the topic-postposition wa and the
nominative-postposition ga. Recall that the previous studies regarding the RNP and OPP
detected slower reading times when the anaphors are grammatical subjects. Unlike
English or Spanish, the difference of reading times of Japanese anaphors should be
considered not only with reference to different forms (i.e., null pronouns, overt pronouns
and repeated names) but should also take into account which postpositions are attached to
them. The subject in Japanese is typically (i) a null topic-NP, (ii) an overt topic-NP
marked by wa, or (iii) an overt non-topic subject-NP marked by ga. In addition, the overt
NPs can be either repeated names or overt pronouns (e.g., ‘John-wa’ or ‘He-wa’, and
‘John-ga’ or ‘He-ga’). Thus, the subject anaphors can have five common variations: (i)
null pronoun, (ii) repeated NP-wa, (iii) repeated NP-ga, (iv) overt pronoun-wa, and (v)
overt pronoun-ga. The current study utilized these five types of anaphors. The current
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section specifically reviews the functions of the topic-postposition wa and the
nominative-postposition ga and relates them to anaphoric expressions.
Topic Wa and Non-topic Ga
Many studies have discussed the informational differences between sentences
containing NP-wa and NP-ga. The most well known argument on this issue is that the
NP-wa is a topic that refers to information that is already acknowledged (i.e., activated in
memory), while the NP-ga is a non-topic that refers to unacknowledged information
(Kasuga, 1918; Matsushita, 1928; Kuno, 1973a, b; Hinds, 1983; Iwasaki, 1987; Shibatani,
1990). While Kuno (1973a, b) states that an NP-ga cannot refer to old information
(unless it focuses on an antecedent), Noda (1996) argues that, although an NP-ga could
refer to an antecedent, the sentence with an NP-ga has to be discontinuous, describe
unpredictable events, or change the scene in the discourse.
The following two question-answer exchanges demonstrate the use of wa for an
acknowledged topic-NP and ga for an unacknowledged non-topic NP.18
(15)

a. Q: Who did Taro slap?

A: (Taro-wa)
Hanako-o
tataita.
Taro-TOP
Hanako-ACC slapped
‘Taro slapped Hanako.’

b. Q: Who slapped Hanako? A: Taro-ga
(Hanako-o) tataita.
Taro-NOM
Hanako-ACC slapped
‘Taro slapped Hanako.’

18

The parentheses in the examples mean that these NPs can be null because they are the

topics, which can be expressed in the form of null pronouns, as mentioned earlier. Also,
in (15b), because Hanako is the topic (i.e., old information), it could be marked with wa,
as Hanako-wa Taro-ga tataita ‘Hanako, Taro slapped her’.
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In discourse (15a), Taro must be appended with wa (or null) because it is acknowledged
information (i.e., topic) from the preceding question sentence. On the other hand, in (15b),
Taro must be appended with ga because it is not acknowledged information within the
surrounding context.
Although Japanese explicitly expresses the topic-NP in the null form or with the
topic-postposition wa, the discourse role of topic is universal - even though it might be
realized through differing morphosyntactic means; this includes English and Spanish,
which do not utilize adnominal postpositions. For example, in the English discourse, “I
saw John yesterday. He was walking down the street.”, He is the topic, whose identity is
already acknowledged before the second sentence is even uttered (i.e., He was walking…
is equivalent to John was walking…) because its referent appears in the preceding
sentence (i.e., I saw John yesterday). The topic is “what the sentence is about” (Gundel,
1988, p.17), such that the phrase “walking down the street” is describing about John/He.
Weil (1869/1978) analyzes sentences possessing both a topic and its description in the
following manner: a speaker starts his or her utterance at the point of departure, and he or
she then adds comments to the rest of the utterance. The point of departure contains the
information which the speaker assumes the hearer already knows (i.e. topic,
acknowledged information); the added comments are what the speaker assumes the
hearer does not know and, likewise, what the speaker wishes to convey to the hearer.
Prince (1978) states that a speaker cannot mark an entity as the topic unless the hearer is
already familiar with the entity that the speaker is going to talk about. In response, the
speaker uses the entity marked as the topic to lead the hearer back to the antecedent in the
preceding context, in the ongoing situation, or in his or her long-term memory (Haviland
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& Clark, 1974). These analyses of the topic as already acknowledged information suggest
that the topic should be often used as an anaphor that refers back to previously
established information (i.e., antecedent).
The topic is analyzed in the framework of the information structure, as opposed to
the syntactic structure that consists of the subject, object, etc. Weil (1869/1978) and
Mathesius (1899/1961) argue that sentences should be analyzed in two different linguistic
frames: grammatical structure (i.e., syntactic structure), relating to objective description
and consisting of the subject and predicate, and functional structure (i.e., information
structure), which is based on speaker’s subjective observations and consists of the topic
and comments about it. Halliday (1967) first coined the term information structure (p.
199) for the functional structure mentioned by Weil and Mathesius. The differentiation of
the information structure (i.e. topic-comment) and syntactic structure (i.e. subjectpredicate) is widely accepted because “there is often no one-to-one correspondence
between syntactic form and discourse function” (Lambrecht, 1994, p. 32), and “it is
impossible for grammars to directly mirror any one functional motivation, since such
motivations tend to conflict with each other” (Newmeyer, 1999, p. 478). In short, an NP
syntactically categorized as type-X does not necessarily map to a particular discourse
function Y, nor vice versa. For instance, an NP can be simultaneously the subject (as the
syntactic category) and the topic (as the information-structural category), but an NP can
be also the object (as the syntactic category) and the topic (as the information-structural
category). English examples of these various topics are shown below.
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(16)

a. Subject = Topic
Q: Who did John slap?

A: He slapped Mary

b. Object = Topic
Q: Who slapped John?

A: Mary slapped him.

c. Locative phrase =Topic
Q: What happened at John’s house? A: Chris slapped Mary there.
The topic He (i.e., John) is the syntactic subject in (16a). The topic him (i.e., John) is the
object in (16b). Finally, the topic there (i.e., John’s house) is the locative prepositional
phrase in (16c). As shown in the examples above, the topic in English is commonly
expressed with overt-pronoun anaphors, which is related to the RNP found by Gordon,
Grosz and Gilliom (1993). Thus, overt pronouns are preferred to non-pronouns (e.g.,
repeated names) when referring to already acknowledged information, except the case
where there are multiple possible antecedents. However, Gordon et al. found that the
preference for overt pronouns is strong especially when the pronoun is the subject; a nonpronoun subject anaphor causes slowed reading, but a non-pronoun non-subject anaphor
does not elicit this penalty.
In Japanese, the topic is expressed in the form of an overt NP with wa or a null
pronoun with no affixes. If the topic necessarily refers to acknowledged information or if
an anaphor is essentially the topic, null pronouns and the topic-NP-wa are more prone to
be used as an anaphor than the non-topic-NP-ga. According to Gordon and Hendrick’s
(1998) DPT, repeated names are first interpreted non-anaphorically, which slows down
reading and elicits the RNP. If Japanese topic-NP-wa is immediately interpreted as an
anaphor because of the topic-postposition wa, then it should be read slower for salient
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antecedents than for non-salient antecedents, similar to null pronouns (even if the topicNP-wa is a repeated name), resulting in no RNP. On the other hand, Almor’s (1999) ILH
suggests that the rich semantic information in a repeated name delays the reading speed
compared to overt pronouns (in English) and null pronouns (in Spanish). If this is true,
even with wa, reading times of repeated-name anaphors and null pronouns should show
interaction with salient/non-salient antecedents (i.e., RNP). In addition, in terms of the
comparison between the overt topic-wa and null-pronoun topic, Clancy and Downing’s
(1987) corpus study with Japanese speakers’ spoken narratives found that null pronouns
most frequently referred to subject antecedents, while overt topic-NPs with wa rarely
referred to the subject antecedents. Hinds’ (1984) interview study also found that after a
new entity was introduced with a full-NP-ga, it was referred to by null pronouns unless
there were ambiguous antecedents. Nakahama’s (2003) observation of Japanese speakers’
narrations also found that the most frequent antecedent-anaphor combination was a new
NP with ga followed by a null pronoun. Almor’s ILH and Clancy and Downing, Hinds,
and Nakahama’s studies imply that the anaphoric topic-NP-wa should not be used to refer
to salient (subject) antecedents and would trigger the RNP. In reference to salient
antecedents, such as the subject, sentences with a repeated-name-wa would be read
slower than sentences with a null pronoun, but this slowed reading would be neutralized
to some extent if antecedents are non-salient objects.
Shoji, Dubinsky and Almor (2015, 2016) recently examined the RNP and OPP
with both the topic-wa anaphor and non-topic-ga anaphor as well as null pronouns in
Japanese. Their results support the above prediction from Almor (1999)’s ILH. The
results showed that both repeated-name topic-wa anaphors and repeated-name non-topic-
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ga anaphors exhibited the RNP and that both overt-pronoun topic-wa and overt-pronoun
non-topic-ga showed the OPP. In other words, regardless of the topic-hood of the
anaphors, both repeated names and overt pronouns were read significantly slower than
null pronouns when referring to subject antecedents. These reading-time differences were
significantly decreased when those anaphors were referring to object antecedents. These
results support Almor’s ILH, but not Gordon and Hendrick’s DPT.
Exhaustive-listing Ga and Contrastive-topic Wa
Although the non-topic subject-NP-ga does not refer to acknowledged
information in general, Kuno (1973a, b) discusses that the NP-ga can be anaphoric when
ga exhaustively lists the NP. The function of exhaustive-listing ga is to express, “X, and
only X among all others under discussion” (Mikami, 1963; Kuno, 1973a, b). An example
is shown below.
(17)

Taro to
Hanako
to
Ziro-ga
Taro and
Hanako
and
Ziro-NOM
‘Taro, Hanako and Ziro went to a library.’

toshokan-ni
library-DIR

itta.
went

Taro-ga
hon-o
yonda.
Taro-NOM book-ACC
read
‘Taro (not Hanako or Ziro) read a book.’

This usage of ga focuses on Taro, indicating that it was Taro who had read the book, not
Hanako or Ziro. Thus, a precise English translation of a sentence with exhaustive-listing
ga should be the it-cleft sentence in the form of ‘It is X-ga that…’ (e.g., ‘It was Taro who
read a book’).
Similarly, in some contexts, the NP-wa can focus on the NP by selecting it from a
group of possible antecedents. This usage is called the contrastive wa (Mikami, 1963;
Kuno, 1973a, b). Contrastive wa expresses that the NP-wa does an action or has attained
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a status, while the other possible antecedents’ actions or statuses could be unknown, the
same as, or different from NP-wa (Hara, 2006; Heycock, 2008; Deguchi, 2009; Wang &
Schumacher, 2013). An example discourse is shown below.
(18)
1.

Taro to
Hanako
to
Ziro-ga
Taro and
Hanako
and
Ziro-NOM
‘Taro, Hanako and Ziro went to a library.’

toshokan-ni
library-DIR

itta.
went

2a.

Taro-wa
hon-o
yonda.
Taro-CONT hon-ACC
read
‘Taro read a book.’
(The speaker knows that Taro read a book, but he/she don’t mention the others.)

2b.

Taro-wa
hon-o
yonda ga
Hanako to Ziro-mo
Taro-CONT hon-ACC
read but
Hanako and Ziro-also
‘Taro read a book, but Hanako and Ziro also did.’

2c.

Taro-wa
hon-o
yonda ga Hanako to Ziro-wa
Taro-CONT hon-ACC read but Hanako and Ziro-CONT
‘Taro read a book, but Hanako and Ziro didn’t.’

yomanakatta.
didn’t read

2d.

Taro-wa
hon-o
yonda ga Hanako to Ziro-wa
Taro-CONT hon-ACC read but Hanako and Ziro-CONT
‘Taro read a book, but Hanako and Ziro studied.’

benkyo-sita.
studied

yonda.
read

All of the sentences marked 2 (a-d) show that the speaker perceives Taro, Hanako and
Ziro. In other words, Taro-wa in the second sentence retrieves all three as a set of
antecedents from the first sentence (i.e., ‘Speaking of Taro, Hanako and Ziro, …’).
However, the speaker focuses on Taro among the three possible antecedents and
implicitly (as in 18-2a) or explicitly (as in 18-2b, 2c, 2d) contrasts Taro with the other
members. In the implicit case, the speaker is overtly referring to Taro and covertly
referring to Hanako and Ziro. The speaker only mentions that at least Taro read a book,
and he or she (intentionally or unintentionally) does not mention Hanako and Ziro
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because the speaker does not want or need to talk about them or does not know what they
did. Thus, an NP with the contrastive wa is the topic in the sense that it refers to (a set of)
antecedents, and it is simultaneously the focus in the sense that it focuses on one of the
possible antecedents (i.e., ‘Speaking of X, Y and Z, X-wa…’).19
Exhaustive-listing ga and contrastive wa are similar to English stressed pronouns
and Spanish overt pronouns in that they all focus on an NP. For the purposes of this
dissertation study, a potential problem is that an NP-ga could be interpreted either as a
simple non-topic subject (i.e., ‘X…’) or as an exhaustive listing (i.e., ‘Only X, not Y or Z,
19

Although both exhaustive-listing ga and contrastive wa function to focus on an entity,

they are different. An NP with exhaustive-listing ga indicates that this NP is the only one
which/who does a certain action or has attained a certain status and that the other
members do not do the action or has not attained the status. On the other hand, an NP
with contrastive wa only indicates that the NP-wa does the action or has attained the
status, and it remains unclear if the other members under discussion do or do not do the
same action or has attained the same status. Thus, unlike a sentence with exhaustivelisting ga that allows the English translation in the form of it-cleft, a sentence with
contrastive wa does not allow it. The following sentence might well depict the difference
of the exhaustive-listing ga from the contrastive-topic wa.
Hanako-de-wa-naku Taro-ga/*wa
Hanako-not
Taro-NOM/CONT
‘Taro, not Hanako, read a book.’

hon-o
book-ACC

yonda.
read

The phrase Hanako-de-wa-naku ‘not Hanako’ in the sentence above overtly mentions the
other member, indicating that Taro read but Hanako did not read. In this case, Taro-ga
should be used and is not replaceable with Taro-wa.
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…’), and that an NP-wa could be interpreted either as a simple topic (i.e., ‘Speaking of X,
X…’) or as a contrastive topic (i.e., ‘Speaking of X, Y and Z, X…’).20 That is, readings
of NP-ga and NP-wa will not be slowed if readers focus the NP in their reading, while
they will be slowed and will then elicit the RNP (and OPP) if readers read them as
unfocused NPs. In short, the reading speeds of sentences including an NP-ga and those
including an NP-wa can be inconsistent depending on whether readers interpret the
former as a non-topic subject or as an exhaustive list, and the latter as a topic or as a
contrastive topic. This possibility might not be problematic in the standard RNP/OPP
experimental design, considering that the participants of Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom
(1993) and Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011) showed the RNP and OPP, which
indicates that they did not interpret the English and Spanish repeated names and Spanish
overt pronouns as focused entities; if they did, all these anaphors should not have been
read slower than reduced forms of anaphors (i.e., English overt pronouns, Spanish null
pronouns), so discourses such as Ada conoció a Nicholás. Ada/Ella lo detesta. ‘Ada met
Nicholás. Ada/She hates him.’ and Ada conoció a Nicholás. Ø Lo detesta. ‘Ada met
Nicholás. Ø hates him.’ would not show an interaction between anaphors and antecedents
in the reading times of the second sentences. However, in order to make sure that the
current study in Japanese would avoid participants’ exhaustive-listing interpretations of
ga and contrastive interpretations of wa, the experimental items were created in such a
way that the items would not allow these interpretations. For instance, a discourse, ‘Taro
hired Hanako as a part-timer. Taro-ga/wa worked with Hanako everyday since then.’
20

Both exhaust-listing ga and contrastive wa are pronounced with phonological stress,

but in the current study, the stimuli sentences are given in writing.
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wouldn’t allow exhaustive-listing/contrastive interpretations. An exhaustivelisting/contrastive interpretation such as, ‘Taro worked with Hanako every day since then
(but Hanako didn’t / but it is unknown what Hanako did)’ would not make sense because
if Taro worked with Hanako then Hanako must have also worked with Taro. This way the
current study excludes exhaustive-listing and contrastive interpretations and concentrates
on the non-topic NP-ga and topic NP-wa, so that this study sticks to the line of the earlier
RNP and OPP studies such as Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom (1993) and Gelormini-Lezama
and Almor (2011).
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Chapter 4. Antecedents
Antecedent Salience, the Repeated Name Penalty, and the Overt Pronoun Penalty
As shown in the series of studies related to the RNP and OPP (Gordon, Grosz &
Gilliom, 1993; Gelormini-Lezama & Almor, 2011; Almor, de Carvalho Maia, Cunha
Lima, Gelormini-Lezama & Vernice, 2013), it has been shown that the salience of the
antecedents affects the reading speed of the anaphors. The RNP and OPP were detected
only when the antecedents were salient. Salience of the antecedents refers to the
activation of the information in readers’ memory. It is associated with the grammatical
position of the subject and may be related to where the antecedent is mentioned in the
sentence (i.e. word order). For highly activated (i.e., salient) antecedents, the reading time
of subsequent sentences with English pronouns were significantly faster than those with
English repeated-name anaphors. In contrast, for relatively less salient antecedents (e.g.
object), reading times of sentences with pronouns and repeated names were not
significantly different (Gordon et al, 1993). Relatedly, reading times of sentences with
Spanish null pronouns were faster than those with overt pronouns and repeated names
when they refer to grammatical subjects, which are salient antecedents. However, reading
times of sentences with null pronouns were slower than those with overt pronouns and
repeated names when they refer to non-salient antecedents (e.g., objects) because their
null pronouns were not as informative (Gelormini-Lezama & Almor, 2011).
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Antecedent Accessibility
The findings from the previous studies indicate that the more salient an antecedent
is, the more accessible the antecedent is; thus readers can build reference with less
informative anaphors. Here, accessibility refers to the level of ease with which hearers
retrieve the antecedent’s information in their memory. Ariel’s (1990) Accessibility
Theory maintains that speakers choose anaphor form (e.g. repeated name, pronoun)
depending on the accessibility of antecedents. According to Ariel, pronouns are used
when the antecedents are salient and therefore highly accessible, while repeated names
are used when the antecedents are not salient and minimally accessible. Gundel, Hedberg
and Zacharski’s (1993) Givenness Hierarchy also explains that the speaker’s choice of
anaphor form signals the accessibility of antecedents, which enables addressees to restrict
the set of possible antecedents. Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein’s (1995) Centering Theory
ranks the English antecedents’ accessibility based on their grammatical categories, as
shown below.
(19) Ranking of accessibility (i.e., the likelihood of an NP being referred to by an
anaphor)
SUBJECT > OBJECT(S) > OTHER21

(p. 214)

In this ranking, the subject-NP most likely becomes an antecedent, which means that the
subject-NP is the center of speakers’ attention. In other words, the speakers are likely to
continue to talk about the NP in their utterances after the NP is previously presented as
the subject.

21

Grosz et al. (1995) call possible antecedents the forward-looking centers.
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Crawley’s (1986) experiment illustrated that subject antecedents are more
accessible for subject anaphors than object antecedents. She provided English sentences
with overt pronouns that could ambiguously refer to subjects or objects in preceding
sentences. The task of native English-speaking participants was to decide whether overt
pronouns referred to the subject or object. The results showed that subjects were referred
to more often than objects. Colonna, Schimke and Hemforth’s (2012) experiment in
German with native German speakers also shows that the subject-hood of antecedents
enhances the accessibility of the antecedents. Similar to Crawley’s study, the participants
had to choose between one of two possible antecedents, subject or object, to be referred
to by overt pronouns (e.g., Peter has slapped John when he was young; Colonna et al., p.
4). Participants tended to interpret the pronouns referring to the subjects more frequently
than the objects. Collectively, these studies indicate that the subject-hood of antecedents
enhances the accessibility. However, Colonna et al. also conducted their experiment with
native French speakers and found contradictory results. Native French speakers tended to
refer to the object more frequently than the subject. This opposite result implies that the
preference to choose subject antecedents might not be universal among languages.
Antecedent Accessibility and Topic
In addition to the antecedents’ grammatical categories, Ariel (1990) suggests that
the accessibility of an antecedent is affected by whether the antecedent is a topic or nontopic. Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski (1993) also maintain that structural markings such
as the topicalization of a referent foregrounds the referent and makes it more accessible
for anaphors. Givón (1983) argues that the subject is the most likely to be the topic as
shown in his scale below.
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(20) The likelihood of NP arguments being the sentential topic
[most likely] Subject ---- Direct object ---- Indirect object [least likely]

(p. 57)

Bellitii, Bennati and Sorace (2006) also state, “[a] lexical subject in preverbal position is
normally interpreted as given, topic-like information” (p. 660). The arguments by Ariel,
Gundel et al., Givón, and Bellitti et al. above suggest that the subject is ranked as the
most possible antecedent (in Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein’s (1995) ranking) because the
subject is most likely the topic by default.
In addition to manipulating whether an antecedent was a subject or object,
Crawley (1986) also manipulated the topic-hood of the antecedents. In her experiment,
she included four possible antecedents: topic in the subject position, non-topic in the
subject position, topic in the object position, and non-topic in the object position, all of
which were ambiguously referred to by overt pronouns. In comparing the topic
antecedents (i.e., topic-subject and topic-object) and non-topic antecedents (i.e., nontopic-subject and non-topic-object), the participants tended to refer to the topics more
frequently than the non-topics. This result illustrates that the topic-hood of antecedents
enhances the accessibility. Colonna, Schimke and Hemforth’s (2012) experiment in
German speakers also elicited the similar result with Crawley’s experiment. The
antecedents in their experimental items were constructed to be either topic-subject or
non-topic-subject (e.g., As for Peter, he has slapped John when he was young vs. Peter
has slapped John when he was young; Colonna et al., pp. 4-5). Native German speakers
referred to the topic-subjects more frequently than the non-topic subjects. However, the
results from Colonna, Schimke and Hemforth’s experiment with French speakers were
inconsistent with the results from the German speakers. Native French speakers did not
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exhibit the same preference as German speakers (Colonna et al., 2012) or English
speakers (Crawley, 1986).
Recall that Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom (1993) and Gelormini-Lezama and Almor
(2011) found the slower reading of repeated names and overt pronouns with salient
antecedents but not with non-salient antecedents. If topic-hood enhances antecedents’
accessibility and salience, topic antecedents require an anaphor that is immediately
interpreted as an anaphor (according to the DPT) or an anaphor that carries less semantic
information (according to the ILH). On the other hand, non-topic antecedents accept a
reference by an anaphor that is not immediately interpreted as an anaphor or an anaphor
that carries rich semantic information. Accordingly, the RNP and OPP would be elicited
with topic antecedents and with non-topic antecedents, although the antecedents are in
the same grammatical categories. For example, in an English discourse such as “As for
Peteri, hei (topic antecedent) has slapped Mary. Hei hated her.”, the second sentence with
a pronoun anaphor (He) may be read faster than the equivalent sentence in “Peteri (nontopic antecedent) has slapped Mary. Hei hated her.” Also, in a Spanish discourse “As for
Peteri, hei has slapped Mary. Øi hated her.” that includes the topic-subject antecedent, the
sentence that includes a null-pronoun anaphor (Ø) may be read faster than that in “Peteri
has slapped Mary. Øi hated her.” that includes the non-topic-subject antecedent.
Topic and Subject and Antecedent Accessibility in Japanese
A Japanese subject-NP and topic-NP might be highly salient and accessible in
discourse, similar to Crawley’s (1986) results in English and Colonna et al. (2012)’s in
German. A number of studies of Japanese discourse tested whether the subject-hood and
topic-hood of antecedents enhanced the antecedents’ accessibility. Clancy and Downing’s
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(1987) corpus study with native Japanese speakers’ narratives measured how likely topic
antecedents and non-topic antecedents are referred to in immediately following sentences.
If the topic-hood enhanced the salience and accessibility of antecedents, the topic
antecedents would be more frequently referred to than the non-topic antecedents.
However, they found that there was no clear difference in accessibility between the two
types of antecedents. This result stands in contrast with results from English (Crawley,
1986) and German (Colonna, Schimke & Hemforth, 2012). In addition, Clancy and
Downing (1987) also found that non-topic-ga antecedents were referred to by null
pronouns more frequently than the cases that the topic-wa antecedents were referred to by
null pronouns. Thus, there was no indication that the topic-hood enhances an antecedent’s
accessibility.
In addition, Ueno and Kehler (2010) conducted an off-line sentence-completion
experiment using overt and null pronouns. They manipulated the possible antecedents in
their experiment. The first sentence could include the topic-subject-wa antecedent, the
non-topic-subject-ga antecedent, or indirect-object-ni antecedent. These were followed
by the second sentence that included anaphors: either overt-pronoun-wa or null pronoun.
Example discourses in their study are shown below.
(21)

a. Possible antecedents: Subject-topic vs. Indirect Object
Taro-wa
Jiro-ni
hon-o
watasita.
Taro-TOP
Jiro-DAT
book-ACC
handed
‘As for Taro, he passed a book to Jiro. He/Ø
.’

Kare-wa/Ø
he-TOP/Ø

.

Kare-wa/Ø
he-TOP/Ø

.

b. Possible antecedents: Subject vs. Indirect Object
Taro-ga
Jiro-ni
hon-o
Taro-NOM Jiro-DAT
book-ACC
‘Taro passed a book to Jiro. He/Ø
.’
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watasita.
handed

In the examples above, overt and null pronouns could refer to Taro-wa (i.e., topicsubject), Taro-ga (i.e., non-topic-subject) or Jiro-ni (i.e., indirect object). If the subject
antecedent is more accessible than the non-subjects, anaphors’ reference to the non-topicsubject (i.e., Taro-ga) and topic-subject (i.e., Taro-wa) should be more frequent than
anaphors’ reference to the object (i.e., Jiro-ni). Also, if the topic antecedent is more
accessible than the non-topic antecedent, anaphors’ reference to the topic-subject
antecedent (i.e., Taro-wa) should be more frequent than anaphors’ references to the nontopic subject (i.e., Taro-ga) and object (i.e., Jiro-ni).
In the Japanese participants’ responses, there was no difference between the
references for topic-subject antecedents and for non-topic-subject antecedents, suggesting
that topic-hood did not enhance the salience/accessibility of antecedents in Japanese.
Meanwhile, they found that both null and overt pronouns in the participants’ completed
sentences more often referred to the subject and topic-subject antecedent compared to the
object antecedent. This illustrates that the subject-hood enhances the antecedents’
accessibility. Also, preferences for subject (both topic and non-topic) antecedents relative
to object antecedents were significantly stronger with null pronouns than with overt
pronouns. Ueno and Kehler (2010) suggest that what is crucial for references by null and
overt pronouns in Japanese are the antecedents’ subject-hood, not the topic-hood.
However, note that Ueno and Kehler used only topic anaphors (i.e., null pronouns and
overt-pronoun topic-wa) and did not use the non-topic anaphor (e.g., overt pronoun nontopic-ga).
Ueno and Kehler’s (2010) experiment positioned the topic-wa at the beginning of
discourses. Therefore, these topic phrases in the first sentences did not have antecedents.
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Earlier in this paper, I discussed that the topic has to refer to already-acknowledged
information (e.g., antecedent), which appears to contradict to Ueno and Kehler’s
discourse setting. However, in Japanese, especially in writing, it is common that a
discourse start with a topic phrase. Gundel (1988) states that a topic-initial sentence such
as the one in Ueno and Kehler’s study (e.g., ‘Taro-wa passed a book to Jiro’) can be an
answer to the implicit question, “What about Taro?”, and that “[a topic-initial sentence]
alone can be used to begin a discourse” (p. 18). A sentence-initial topic is often the center
of attention in a discourse, e.g., the protagonist of a story is marked by wa when he/she
appears at the beginning of the entire story. In this manner, the speaker or author
implicitly conveys a message to the reader or listener that the discourse/story will be
focus on the topic-wa entity. For example, a sentence such as ‘Taro-wa passed a book to
Jiro’ would sound like “Our familiar Taro passed a book to Jiro.” Given a topic-initial
sentence, listeners or readers also regard the sentence-initial topic as a central figure in
the following discourse. Novelists often start a story with a topic-NP-wa as a strategy so
as to make readers take the referent of this NP to be an already familiar character (Noda,
1996; Maynard, 2004). The story that follows can then proceed to answer the question,
“what happened to him/her?” On the other hand, a topic-less sentence such as ‘Taro-ga
passed a book to Jiro’ objectively describes about Taro (and Jiro). This sentence does not
present a discourse topic. According to Maynard (2004), the phrase Taro-ga only
temporarily spotlights and foregrounds Taro, which is the subtopic or “push” in Walker’s
(1998) Cache Model term.
Like Ueno and Kehler (2010), Okuma (2011) also tested various antecedents’
accessibility in Japanese. Okuma provided sentences that included either null- or overt-
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pronoun subject anaphors that could refer to one of the following competing antecedents:
topic-subjects, non-topic-subjects, topic-indirect-objects, or non-topic-indirect-objects. In
addition, she manipulated the word order of these possible antecedents. Example items
are shown below.
(22)
a. Antecedents: Topic-subject vs. Non-topic-object (topic-subject is first mentioned)
Okaasan-wa musume-ni
Ø/kanojo-ga
kooto-o
kiru
tokini kisu-o
sita.
mother-TOP daughter-DAT Ø/she-NOM
coat-ACC put.on when kiss-ACC did
‘As for the mother, she kissed the daughter when Ø/she put on the coat.’

b. Antecedents: Topic-object vs. Non-topic-subject (topic-object is first mentioned)
Musume-ni-wa
okaasan-ga Ø/kanojo-ga kooto-o kiru tokini kisu-o
sita.
daughter-DAT-TOP mother-NOM Ø/she-NOM coat-ACC put.on when kiss-ACC did
‘As for the daughter, the mother kissed her when Ø/she put on the coat.’

c. Antecedents: Non-topic-subject vs. Non-topic-object (subject is first mentioned)
Okaasan-ga musume-ni
Ø/kanojo-ga kooto-o
kiru tokini kisu-o
sita.
mother-TOP daughter-DAT Ø/she-NOM coat-ACC put.on when kiss-ACC did
‘The mother kissed the daughter when Ø/she put on the coat.’

d. Antecedents: Non-topic-object vs. Non-topic-subject (object is first mentioned)
Musume-ni
okaasan-ga Ø/kanojo-ga kooto-o
kiru tokini kisu-o
sita.
daughter-DAT mother-NOM Ø/she-NOM coat-ACC put.on when kiss-ACC did
‘The mother kissed the daughter when Ø/she put on the coat.’
(Okuma, 2011, p. 94)
The participants’ task was to judge which antecedent the anaphors referred to. The results
showed that the participants did not show any preference for the topic status or the word
order of the antecedents, consistent with Ueno and Kehler’s experiment. On the other
hand, Okuma also found that participants interpreted the topic-subjects and non-topic-
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subjects (i.e., okaasan ‘mother’) as the antecedents of the null pronouns rather than the
topic-objects and non-topic-objects; however, the participants did not show a preference
for any type of antecedents when the anaphors were overt pronouns.
Both studies by Ueno and Kehler (2010) and Okuma (2011) suggest the subjecthood is crucial to the antecedents’ accessibilities in Japanese, regardless of the topic-hood.
None of the above studies, including Clancy and Downing’s (1987) study, found that
antecedents’ topic-hood enhanced the antecedents’ accessibility. This data implies that
topic antecedents and non-topic antecedents in the same grammatical categories (e.g.,
topic subject and non-topic subject) might be equally salient and accessible. If this were
the case, then anaphors would refer to the topic and non-topic antecedents indifferently in
this dissertation study and thus the RNP and OPP would not appear with the two types of
antecedent. Considering Clancy and Downing’s participants used null pronouns more
frequently when referring to the non-topic-subject-ga antecedents than when referring to
the topic-subject-wa antecedents, it is possible that the RNP and OPP may indicate that
the non-topic antecedents are more salient/accessible than the topic antecedents.
Although Ueno and Kehler’s (2010) and Okuma’s (2011) experiments above
showed that the subject-hood of antecedents is more important than the topic-hood, they
also found that the degree of the accessibility of subject/object antecedents differs
between null pronouns and overt pronouns. Ueno and Kehler’s participants showed a
weaker preference for referring to subject/topic-subject antecedents when anaphors were
overt-pronoun-wa than when they were null pronouns, and Okuma’s participants did not
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even show any antecedent preference when the overt-pronoun-ga were used.22 Nagano’s
(2014) experiment shows even more radical results. She tested the accessibility of subject
and non-subject antecedents with null pronouns and overt-pronoun-ga in her sentenceinterpretation experiments. An example sentence from Nagano (2014) can be seen below.
(23)
Takeshi-san-wa/ga biiru-o
nondeiru aida, Ø/kare-ga keshiki-o
nagameteimasu.
Takeshi-TOP/NOM beer-ACC drinking while Ø/he-NOM scenary-ACC view
‘While Takeshi drinks beer, he views the scenery.’
(Nagano, 2014)
Nagano found that, while participants tended to interpret the null pronouns as referring to
subject antecedents (Takeshi), they tended to interpret overt pronouns as referring to nonsubject antecedents (someone other than Takeshi).23 In spite of some flux in the usage of
Japanese overt pronouns, a consensus among Ueno and Kehler (2009), Okuma (2010)
and Nagano (2014) is that null pronouns prefer subject antecedents consistently and much
more strongly than overt pronouns do.
Empathy and Antecedent Accessibility in Japanese
Walker, Iida and Cote (1994) maintain that Japanese antecedents’ accessibility is
also enhanced by empathy. That is, an antecedent that is an empathy locus is more
accessible than an antecedent that is a non-empathy locus. The notion of empathy was
proposed by Kuno (1976) in order to present the speakers’ position in describing a
situation. In general, empathy indicates the point of view or perspective of a person that a

22

Okuma could not use overt-pronoun-wa because she used the anaphor in embedded

clauses, which do not allow the use of wa.
23

Nagano does not explain the difference between wa and ga that marked the antecedents.
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speaker empathizes with. Refer to the following sentences, both of which describe a
situation where a father Taro hugged his son Saburo.
(24)

a. Taro hugged his son (= Saburo).
b. Saburo’s father (= Taro) hugged him.

(Walker et al., 1994, p. 208)

In (24a), the sentence is describing the father using his name Taro, and describing the son
using the term his son. These ways to address these two people foreground Taro and
background Saburo. In other words, the speaker of this sentence is empathizing with
Taro’s point of view, so Taro is the empathy locus. In contrast, (24b) is describing the
son using his name Saburo, and describing the father using the term father. These
foreground Saburo and background Taro. The speaker is empathizing with Saburo, so
Saburo is the empathy locus. Walker et al. suggest that Taro is more accessible than
Saburo in (24a), and Saburo is more accessible than Taro in (24b).
Since empathy is a non-linguistic notion, it does not have an independent NP
category and always overlaps the other categories (including the information-structural
category of the topic, focus, etc. and grammatical categories of the subject, object, etc.).
According to Kuno (1987), speakers tend to empathize with the subject more than the
non-subject and empathize with the topic more than non-topic. In other words, when a
speaker says a sentence such as “John hit Mary”, the speaker tends to be empathizing
with John (although it is possible that this sentence is a neutral description that does not
overtly express any specific empathy locus). The empathy locus associating with the
subject can be adjusted by passivization. For instance, the sentences “John hit Mary” and
“Mary was hit by John” describe the same situation, but the speaker of the sentences
empathizes with the subject, namely John in the former sentence and Mary in the latter
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sentence.24
Instead of objectivity, Japanese speakers tend to focus on their empathy loci on a
certain character/person in narratives (Nakahama, 2011). This is distinct from English,
which focuses more on fact and objectively describes a situation. Uehara (1996) shows
this difference in the English sentences taken from The Last Leaf by O. Henry (Poter,
1948) and the equivalent Japanese sentences translated by Yasuo Ohkubo (1969).
(25)

a. Original English sentence: Then I saw a big lady standing there.
Japanese translation:

Futotta obasan-ga tatteita.
‘A fat woman was standing.’

b. Original English sentence: …she found Johnsy with dull wide-open eyes
staring at the drawn green shade.
Japanese translation:

…Jonsi-wa, seiki-no nai me-o ookiku mihiraite,
orosareteiru midoriiro-no syeedo-o, zitto
mitumeteita. ‘Johnsy was staring at the drawn
green shade with dull wide-open eyes.’
(Uehara, 1996, pp. 212-213)

In the Japanese translations, any equivalent pronoun to I or she is non-existent. While the
English sentences are described from objective viewpoints, the Japanese sentences are
described from subjective viewpoints of the characters in the novel (i.e., I, she). In other
words, the English sentences are described from a bird’s-eye view, which captures two
24

The likelihood of an NP being the empathy locus can be also dependent on various

factors including animacy, person, social situation and topicality (Kuno, 1987; Oshima,
2007).
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characters (e.g., I and the big lady; she and Johnsy), and the Japanese sentences are
described from the eyes of I or she, which capture only the big lady or Johnsy. In other
words, the teller of this story in Japanese translation is empathizing with I or she. Iwasaki
(1993) and Kanaya (2004) maintain that, unlike English, the subjective perspective plays
a prominent role in Japanese. Iwasaki distinguishes these subjective and objective
perspectives by calling them S(elf)-perspective (i.e., “subjective experiencing self”) and
O(ther)-perspective (i.e., “objective observing self”), respectively (Iwasaki, 1993, p. 18).
Similar instances of S-perspective can be seen in English, often with the uses of
perception verbs such as see, hear, look, sound, and so forth.
(26) Dan went to a party yesterday. He saw his high school friend Jim. He looked awfully
pale.

(Kameyama, 1986, p. 205)

The third sentence in (26) is described from Dan’s perspective (i.e., through the eyes of
Dan, Jim looked awfully pale) although the sentence does not include Dan or a pronoun
that refers to Dan. However, Japanese employs the S-perspective more often than English,
and it is implicitly encoded from whose perspective the sentences are described (Iwasaki,
1993, p.80).
This tendency to empathize with a certain character or person in a sentence is also
found in some certain Japanese words. For example, some verb phrases obligatorily
express the empathy locus, regardless of the grammatical status of the NPs. An example
is in the verbs describing an event involving giving and receiving (Kuno, 1987). In
Japanese, there is no way to objectively describe a giving and receiving situation,
according to Kuno and Kaburaki (1977). Two different verbs for give are utilized in order
to explicitly express the empathy loci or the points of views, from which the sentences
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are described. More concretely, the two verbs for ‘give’, namely ageru and kureru, are
differentiated in order to indicate whether the sentence is described from the giver’s
viewpoint or the receiver’s viewpoint, respectively. In the following example sentences,
the giver in (27a) and the receiver in (27b) are expressed by watasi ‘I’, which is the most
obvious term that expresses the empathy locus.
(27)

a.

Watasi-ga
Taro-ni
I-NOM
Taro-DAT
‘I gave Taro a book.’

hon-o
book-ACC

ageta/*kureta.
gave

b.

Taro-ga
watasi-ni
Taro-NOM I-DAT
‘Taro gave me a book.’

hon-o
book-ACC

kureta/*ageta.25
gave

Both ageta and kureta mean gave, but ageta is used when the sentence is described from
the giver’s perspective. Thus, ageta has to be used in sentence (27a) because the giver, ‘I’,
is the empathy locus. On the other hand, kureta is used when the sentence is described
from the receiver’s perspective. Thus, kureta has to be used in sentence (27b) because the
receiver, ‘I’, is the empathy locus.
Even when the giver or receiver is not the speaker himself/herself, a speaker can
differentiate ageta and kureta in his/her utterance depending on whether the speaker is
empathizing with the giver or with the receiver. Look at the minimally paired example
sentences below, both of which mean, ‘Taro gave Ziro a book’.

25

Ageta and kureta in (27) are the past tenses of ageru ‘give’ and kureru ‘give’,

respectively.
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(28)

a.

Taro-ga
Ziro-ni
Taro-NOM Ziro-DAT
‘Taro gave Ziro a book.’

hon-o
book-ACC

ageta.
gave

b.

Taro-ga
Ziro-ni
Taro-NOM Ziro-DAT
‘Taro gave Ziro a book.’

hon-o
book-ACC

kureta.
gave

Since ageta is used when the speaker is empathizing with the giver’s perspective,
sentence (28a) with ageta indicates that giver (i.e., Taro) is the empathy locus. In other
words, the speaker of this sentence is empathizing with Taro. On the other hand, kureta
should be used when the speaker is empathizing with the receiver, so (28b) with kureta
indicates that the receiver (i.e., Ziro) is the empathy locus. In other words, the speaker is
empathizing with Ziro. Typically, kureta is used when a speaker describes someone
giving a gift to him/her, someone giving a present to his/her son or daughter, or someone
in another company giving a souvenir to his/her co-worker.
In addition, the words, ageru and kureru can be used as auxiliary verbs that affix
other verbs in order to mean, ‘did for (someone)’ or ‘give (someone) a favor of –ing’.
Examples are shown below.
(29)
a.

b.

Taro-ga
Ziro-ni
hon-o
katte-ageta.
Taro-NOM Ziro-DAT
book-ACC
gave a favor of buying
‘Taro bought a book for Ziro (Taro gave a favor of buying a book for Ziro).’
Taro-ga
Ziro-ni
hon-o
katte-kureta.
Taro-NOM Ziro-DAT
book-ACC
gave a favor of buying
‘Taro bought a book for Ziro (Taro gave a favor of buying a book for Ziro).’

In the sentences above, the verbs ageta and kureta ‘gave’ affix another verb kau ‘buy’ (in
an inflected form katte), so they together construct katte-ageta/katte-kureta ‘gave a favor
of buying’. These combinations of ageru/kureru ‘give’ and another verb in the inflected
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form of -te show the same empathy hierarchy as ageru/kureru (Kuno, 1987). In other
words, -te ageru indicates that giver is the empathy locus, and -te kureru indicates that
receiver is the empathy locus. Taro is the empathy locus in sentence (29a) because katteageta is used and Taro is the giver; Ziro is the empathy locus in (29b) because kattekureta is used and Ziro is the receiver. Yanagimachi (2000) reports that, in his
observation of Japanese speakers’ storytelling, they used these auxiliary verbs of giving
and receiving in order to set their empathy on the protagonist of the story. In other words,
they used -te ageru when the protagonist was doing a favor, and they used -te kureru
when the protagonist was receiving a favor. This strategy helps their narrations remain
coherent and comprehensible to the listeners (Nakahama, 2011).
Another example that expresses different empathy loci is iku ‘go’ and kuru ‘come’
(Kawakami, 1996; Kuno, 1978; Koga, 2014). When one says that someone “goes” to
somewhere, the speaker is empathizing with the person who is going, but if he/she says
someone “comes” to somewhere, the speaker is empathizing with the destination.
Examples are shown below.
(30)

a.

Taro-ga
Ziro-no
uti-ni
Taro-NOM Ziro-GEN
house-DIR
‘Taro went to Ziro’s house.’

itta.
went

b.

Taro-ga
Ziro-no
uti-ni
Taro-NOM Ziro-GEN
house-DIR
‘Taro came to Ziro’s house.’

kita.26
came

The empathy of the speaker of this sentence is placed on Taro in (30a), while the
speaker’s empathy is placed on Ziro in (30b).27

26

Itta and kita in (30) are the past tenses of iku ‘go’ and kuru ‘come’, respectively.
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The verbs iku ‘go’ and kuru ‘come’ combined with motu ‘hold’ make other verbs
motte-iku and motte-kuru, both of which mean ‘bring’. When a sentence describes that
someone brings something to someone, the use of motte-iku expresses that the empathy
locus is the person who brings something, and the use of motte-kuru expresses that the
empathy locus is the person who receives the thing. Refer to example sentences below.
(31)

a.

Taro-ga
Ziro-ni
purezento-o
Taro-NOM Ziro-DAT
present-ACC
‘Taro brought a present to Ziro.’

motte-itta.
brought

b.

Taro-ga
Ziro-ni
purezento-o
Taro-NOM Ziro-DAT
present-ACC
‘Taro brought a present to Ziro.’

motte-kita.28
brought

In sentence (31a) with motte-itta, the speaker empathizes with Taro, so Taro is the
empathy locus. The situation could be that the speaker is Taro’s close friend, and he/she
is describing that Taro is bringing a present to someone (i.e., Ziro). In contrast, in
sentence (31b) with motte-kita, the speaker empathizes with Ziro, so Ziro is the empathy

27

Note that the usages of go and come are slightly different between Japanese and

English. While the usages are dependent on whom the speaker of the sentence empathizes
with in Japanese, they are dependent on whom the listener empathizes with in English.
For example, in English, John’s brother can say to Mary’s sister, “John is coming to
Mary’s house” although John’s brother is empathizing with John. This is because the
listener, Mary’s sister is empathizing with Mary.
28

Motte-itta and motte-kita in (31) are the past tenses of motte-iku ‘bring’ and motte-kuru

‘bring’, respectively.
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locus. The situation could be that the speaker is Ziro’s close friend, and he/she is
describing that someone (i.e., Taro) is bringing a present to Ziro.
Another instance shows that iku ‘go’ and kuru ‘come’ are combined with a verb
kau ‘buy’. These combinations derive katte-iku and katte-kuru, both of which mean ‘buy
(for someone)’. These words are used to describe a situation where a person buys
something (typically as a gift) for another person. Katte-iku expresses that the empathy
locus is the person who buys something, and katte-kuru expresses that the empathy locus
is the person who receives the thing. Example sentences are shown below.
(32)

a.

Taro-ga
Ziro-ni
purezento-o
Taro-NOM Ziro-DAT
present-ACC
‘Taro bought a present for Ziro.’

katte-itta.
bought

b.

Taro-ga
Ziro-ni
purezento-o
Taro-NOM Ziro-DAT
present-ACC
‘Taro bought a present for Ziro.’

katte-kita.29
bought

The sentence (32a) with katte-itta indicates that the speaker of this sentence empathizes
with Taro, and the sentence (32b) with katte-kita indicates that the speaker empathizes
with Ziro.
If the empathy-locus antecedents are more accessible than non-empathy-locus
antecedents as Walker, Iida and Cote (1994) suggest, it is implied that empathy loci are
more salient than non-empathy loci. Therefore, empathy-locus antecedents would require
an anaphor that are immediately interpreted as an anaphor (according to the DPT) or an
anaphor that carries less semantic information (according to the ILH), and non-empathy-

29

Katte-itta and katte-kita in (32) are the past tenses of katte-iku ‘buy’ and katte-kuru

‘buy’, respectively.
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locus antecedents would accept an anaphor that are not immediately interpreted as an
anaphor or an anaphor that carries rich information. Accordingly, the RNP and OPP
would be elicited with empathy-locus antecedents and non-empathy-locus antecedents. In
other words, the second sentence in a Japanese discourse such as “Taroi gave (ageta)
Hanako a present. Øi knew that today is Hanako’s birthday.” would be read faster than
that in a discourse such as “Taroi gave (kureta) Hanako a present. Øi knew that today is
Hanako’s birthday.” In the former discourse, ageta indicates Taro is the empathy locus,
so Taro is a salient antecedent. In the latter discourse, kureta indicates Hanako is the
empathy locus, so Taro is a less salient antecedent.
The above prediction regarding the RNP and OPP with empathy-locus
antecedents and non-empathy-locus antecedents agrees with Clancy’s (1980) and
Nakahama’s (2011) finding that, in Japanese, a null pronoun is most often used when
referring to a main character, which is most likely the speakers’ empathy locus. This
prediction regarding the OPP could be also supported by our earlier suggestion that
Japanese overt pronouns are anti-logophoric epithet-pronouns that tend to avoid referring
to the person from whose perspective the sentence is described. According to Sells (1987),
the notion of logophoricity roughly corresponds to empathy. In the present OPP
experiments, Japanese overt pronouns may not refer to empathy-locus antecedents, if
these antecedents are subject to anti-logophoricity.
This chapter discussed possibly salient or highly accessible antecedents such as
subject (as a grammatical category), topic (as an information-structural category) and
empathy locus (as a non-linguistic category), all of which were tested in the experiments
of the current study.
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Chapter 5. Current Study
The current study examined the effects of the RNP and OPP in Japanese with
different combinations of anaphors and antecedents. Following the work of Gordon,
Grosz and Gilliom (1993) and Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011), six self-paced,
sentence-by-sentence E-Prime reading experiments were conducted. These experiments
measured the reading times of sentences that included anaphors that referred to
antecedents in preceding sentences. I chose the sentence-by-sentence paradigm based on
the use of this paradigm in previous studies and given evidence that word-by-word
reading paradigms do not elicit the RNP (Nair & Almor, 2006). The data was entirely
collected from native, Japanese-speaking university students residing in Japan. The
structures of the six experiments of this study are shown in Table 5.1 below. Experiments
1, 3 and 5 examined the RNP, so the anaphors used were null pronouns and repeated
names. Experiments 2, 4 and 6 examined the OPP, so the anaphors were null pronouns
and overt pronouns. All the anaphors used were grammatical subjects. Also, Experiments
1 and 2 used subject antecedents and non-subject (object) antecedents as possibly more
salient antecedents and less salient antecedents, respectively. Experiments 3 and 4 used
topic antecedents and non-topic antecedents (both were subjects) as possibly more salient
antecedents and less salient antecedents, respectively. Experiments 5 and 6 used
empathy-locus antecedents and non-empathy-locus antecedents (both were subjects) as
possibly more salient antecedents and less salient antecedents, respectively.
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Table 5.1
Antecedents and Anaphors in Experiments 1-6

Antecedent

Anaphor (Subject)

Experiment 1 (testing RNP) Subject vs.

Null pronoun vs.

Non-subject (Object)
Experiment 2 (testing OPP) Subject vs.

Repeated-name-ga/wa
Null pronoun vs.

Non-subject (Object)
Experiment 3 (testing RNP) Topic (Subject) vs.
Non-topic (Subject)
Experiment 4 (testing OPP) Topic (Subject) vs.
Non-topic (Subject)
Experiment 5 (testing RNP) Empathy-locus (Subject) vs.
Non-empathy-locus (Subject)
Experiment 6 (testing OPP) Empathy-locus (Subject) vs.
Non-empathy-locus (Subject)

Overt-pronoun-ga/wa
Null pronoun vs.
Repeated-name-ga/wa
Null pronoun vs.
Overt-pronoun-ga/wa
Null pronoun vs.
Repeated-name-ga/wa
Null pronoun vs.
Overt-pronoun-ga/wa

For data collection, all the participants were residents of Japan, native Japanese
speakers, and were undergraduate or graduate students in Japanese universities. In order
to ensure that English or any other second language did not influence their linguistic
instincts, no one was allowed to participate if he/she had stayed in a foreign country for
one continuous month or more.
For the data analysis throughout all experiments I measured the reading times of
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the second sentences that included anaphors. Reading times from trials in which the
participant answered the comprehension question incorrectly were removed prior to the
analyses. In addition, I utilized a conservative method for outlier removals that only
removed extreme reading times below 300 ms or greater than 6000 ms, as they clearly
reflected either equipment or subject error. In addition, the data of the participants whose
comprehension accuracy rate was below 80% were removed from all the experiments.
I analyzed log-transformed reaction times in R version 3.2.2 using mixed effects
models with R package lme4.30 I compared different models to estimate the significance
of each term starting with the maximal model containing the antecedent and anaphor and
their interaction as fixed-effect conditions. I first tried to eliminate the interaction term,
and if this elimination did not result in a significant loss of model fit, I then attempted to
remove each of the individual factors (Baayen, 2008). As recommended by Barr, Levy,
Scheepers and Tily (2013), I included the maximal structure of by-participant and byitem random intercepts and slopes that allowed the models to converge. I report the
coefficients in the final models. Throughout the six experiments, I used the same models
for the data analysis.

30

Log-transformation makes data more interpretable when the data is highly skewed

(Lane, D. M., http://onlinestatbook.com/2/transformations/log.html).
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Chapter 6. Experiments 1 and 2
Predictions
Experiments 1 and 2 were standard RNP/OPP experiments with subject
antecedents and object antecedents, but also contained overt anaphors which are
differentiated between the topic and non-topic by using wa and ga. These experiments
investigated the following issues:
(i) RNP: Participants may read sentences with null pronouns faster than sentences with
repeated-name anaphors when the antecedents are salient (i.e., subject). However, the
reading-time difference might significantly decrease when the antecedents are not salient
(i.e., object).
(ii) OPP: Participants may read sentences with null pronouns faster than sentences with
overt pronouns when the antecedents are salient (i.e., subject). However, the reading-time
difference might significantly decrease when the antecedents are not salient (i.e., object).
(iii) Topic: Participants may process sentences with the overt anaphors differently
depending on whether they are the topic (i.e., repeated-name topic-wa and overt-pronoun
topic-wa) or the non-topic (i.e., repeated-name non-topic-ga and overt-pronoun nontopic-ga).
Participants
Forty-two undergraduate students from Mie University in Japan participated in
Experiment 1. They were all native Japanese speakers and between 18 and 22 years of
age (M = 19.833). Thirty-eight graduate or undergraduate students from the University of
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Tokyo participated in Experiment 2. They were all native Japanese speakers and between
19 and 30 years of age (M = 19.974). Each session lasted approximately 20 minutes.
Materials
Two-sentence discourses were given throughout a session: the first sentences
included antecedents, and the second sentences included anaphors. In both Experiments 1
and 2, antecedents were the subject and object, which were referred to by three different
types of anaphors. In Experiment 1, examining RNP, anaphors were repeated names with
ga (i.e., repeated-name non-topic), repeated names with wa (i.e., repeated-name topic),
and null pronouns (i.e., null topic). In Experiment 2, examining OPP, anaphors were
overt pronouns with ga (i.e., overt-pronoun non-topic) overt pronouns with wa (i.e.,
overt-pronoun topic) and null pronouns (i.e., null topic). All the anaphors were
grammatical subjects, which are most likely to elicit the RNP and OPP, according to
previous studies. Six items were provided for each condition, which creates 36
experimental items. These were mixed among 48 distractors. Sample items are shown in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 below.
Although we could not help that the sentences with null pronouns were shorter
than the others, the lengths of the second sentences were kept approximately the same by
aligning the number of letters and morae. Namely, for the sentences with null pronouns in
Experiments 1 and 2, the number of letters and morae ranged from 15 to 18 and 18 to 22,
respectively. For the sentences with overt pronouns and repeated names, they ranged
from 17 to 20 and from 22 to 26, respectively.
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Table 6.1
Conditions and Example Items for Experiment 1 (RNP)

Conditions:

Antecedent

Anaphor

Subject

Repeated name -ga

Object

Repeated name -wa
Null pronoun

Example items:
First sentence with Antecedent
(i) Subject
e.g.
Taku-ga
Kazuko-o
arubaito
Taku-NOM Kazuko-ACC part-timer
‘Taku hired Kazuko as a part-timer.’
(ii) Object
e.g.
Kazuko-ga
Taku-o
arubaito
Kazuko-NOM Taku-ACC
part-timer
‘Kazuko hired Taku as a part-timer.’

tosite yatotta.
as
hired

tosite yatotta.
as
hired

Second sentence with Anaphor
(i) Repeated name -ga
e.g.
Taku-ga
mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
Taku-NOM everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘Taku worked with Kazuko everyday.’
(ii) Repeated name -wa
e.g.
Taku-wa
mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
Taku-TOP
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘Taku worked with Kazuko everyday.’
(iii) Null pronoun
e.g.
Ø

mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘(he) worked with Kazuko everyday.’
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hataraita.
worked

hataraita.
worked

hataraita.
worked

Table 6.2
Conditions and Example Items for Experiment 2 (OPP)

Conditions:

Antecedent

Anaphor

Subject

Overt pronoun -ga

Object

Overt pronoun -wa
Null pronoun

Example items:
First sentence with Antecedent
(i) Subject
e.g.
Taku-ga
Kazuko-o
arubaito
Taku-NOM Kazuko-ACC part-timer
‘Taku hired Kazuko as a part-timer.’
(ii) Object
e.g.
Kazuko-ga
Taku-o
arubaito
Kazuko-NOM Taku-ACC
part-timer
‘Kazuko hired Taku as a part-timer.’

tosite yatotta.
as
hired

tosite yatotta.
as
hired

Second sentence with Anaphor
(i) Overt pronoun -ga
e.g.
Kare-ga
mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
he-NOM
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘He worked with Kazuko everyday.’
(ii) Overt pronoun -wa
e.g.
Kare-wa
mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
he-TOP
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘He worked with Kazuko everyday.’
(iii) Null pronoun
e.g.
Ø

mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘(he) worked with Kazuko everyday.’
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hataraita.
worked

hataraita.
worked

hataraita.
worked

In order to make Experiments 1 and 2 as uniform as possible, the repeated-name anaphor
versions were the same length as the overt-pronoun versions. The overt pronouns, ‘he’
and ‘she’, in Japanese are kare (彼) and kanojo (彼女), written in one character and two
characters, respectively. The names used in the items had the same number of letters as
the overt pronouns (e.g., Taku or 拓 as a male name and Kazuko or 和子 as a female
name). All of the experimental discourses included two persons’ names, which were one
male and one female (e.g., Taku and Kazuko). The number of sentences with male and
female anaphors was balanced across the items and in the individual lists shown to each
participant. Names used in the experiments were all familiar ones to native Japanese
speakers. These names’ familiarities were solicited via questionnaire from twelve native
Japanese speakers. The ages of these Japanese speakers for this familiarity check (i.e.,
mean age was 22.667, ranging from 19 to 27) were similar to those of the participants of
Experiments 1 through 6 (i.e., mean age was 19.256, ranging from 18 to 30). In the
familiarity-check questionnaire, the twelve native Japanese speakers were provided with
a list of 120 common Japanese names (60 male and 60 female names), and they rated the
commonness of them with a Likert scale consisting of five options: 1 is “very common”,
2 is “common”, 3 is “neither common nor uncommon”, 4 is “uncommon”, and 5 is “very
uncommon”.31 The top 36 male names and 36 female names, whose average ratings were
31

The 120 names in the list were taken from the popular Japanese first-name ranking

websites (http://www.namaejiten.com;
http://coreblog.org/naming/fp/ranking/year_2010.html;
http://tamahiyo.jp/namae/2012/name-ranking.html; http://www1.odn.ne.jp/haru/dataother/name-00_m.html).
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below 2.5, were used in the experimental discourses. Average ratings of the names used
were 1.887 (ranging from 1.083 to 2.417) for male names and 1.838 (ranging from 1.167
to 2.417) for female names. Also, regarding the orthographies of words used in the
experimental discourses, since the uses of kanji script or kana script for written words
affect Japanese speakers’ processing of the words (Kashiwagi & Nakayama, 2008), each
word used was written in a more common script, e.g., けんか ‘fight’ rather than 喧嘩
‘fight’; お辞儀 ‘bow’ rather than おじぎ ‘bow’. The more common script was
determined by Kotonoha Shonagon corpus. By looking up the same words in kana scripts,
e.g., けんか ‘fight’, and kanji scripts, e.g., 喧嘩 ‘fight’, I used the script that were found
to have a larger number of instances in the corpus. In addition, because the use of the
nominative-postposition ga is markedly unnatural in copula sentences (Mio, 1948/2003),
all the experimental sentences were non-copula sentences. Each discourse was followed
by a yes/no comprehension question (e.g., Mondai: Taku-ga Kazuko-o yatoimashita ka.
‘Question: Did Taro hire Kazuko?’).
A concern regarding the experimental item is that the second sentence might need
to start with a connective phrase such as soshite ‘and’ or sorekara ‘then’, which explicitly
maintains the cohesion between the first and second sentences. Compared to English,
Japanese utilizes connectives more frequently (Nishihara, 1990). The second sentence
with connectives may be more smoothly read continuously after the first sentence, and
thus there is a possibility that readers might feel the discourse somewhat unnatural
without a connective phrase. However, using connective phrases might produce a
continuing discourse effect, which would give a bias favoring the subject or object
referents. It is well known that connectives could lead readers to build a reference to
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antecedents in a particular grammatical position or theta role (Kaiser, Li & Holsinger,
2011). Because the antecedent bias would greatly interfere with our purpose in the
present study, we avoided using connectives.
Procedure
The basic experimental design followed that of Gelormini-Lezama and Almor
(2011). Each of the 36 experimental discourses that the participants read was presented in
one of the six conditions, in a Latin-Square manner. Thus, six of the discourses for each
condition were provided to each participant. Also, prior to the actual experiment, a
practice block consisting of four discourses was provided in order to familiarize the
participants with their experimental task.
In both experimental and practice sessions, participants read the discourses
sentence-by-sentence in a self-paced fashion. Each trial began with a “+” fixation mark,
which was followed by the first sentence, the second sentence and then the
comprehension question. Participants used the space bar to advance to the next screen
and the 1 and 2 number keys to answer yes and no, respectively, to the comprehension
questions. The experimental and distractor discourses were mixed and presented in a
different random order for each participant.
Results: Experiment 1
I measured the reading times for the second sentences that included anaphors. For
the data from the 42 participants, reading times from trials in which the participant
answered the comprehension question incorrectly were removed, affecting 5.09% of the
data. In addition, after examining the data, a criterion of removing extreme reading times
below 300 ms or greater than 6000 ms was chosen, affecting 1.25%. The reading times of
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each type of anaphor are shown in Figure 6.1 below. Error bars in the figure represent the
standard error of the mean.

Figure 6.1. Reading times of the second sentences with anaphors in Experiment 1

Using the model of Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011), I, therefore, considered the
interaction between anaphor form (repeated names vs. null pronouns, overt pronouns vs.
null pronouns) and antecedent (subject vs. object) as a reflection of the RNP or OPP.
Indeed, our omnibus analysis revealed a marginally significant interaction between
antecedent (subject vs. object) and anaphor (repeated-name-ga, repeated-name-wa, and
null pronoun) (χ2(2) = 4.84, p = .089). Table 6.3 shows the coefficients of the fixed terms
in the final model. Importantly, the coefficients of the interaction terms in this analysis
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were significant with the repeated-name non-topic-subject-ga, which suggests a RNP, but
the repeated-name topic-subject-wa did not show the interaction.

Table 6.3
Omnibus RNP Analyses for Experiment 1

β

SE

T

Intercept

7.490

0.040

185.445 < .001**

Antecedent: Object

0.111

0.032

3.490

< .001**

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga

0.196

0.032

6.186

< .001**

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa

0.178

0.032

5.621

< .001**

Antecedent: Object × Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga -0.096

0.045

-2.147

= .032*

Antecedent: Object × Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa -0.067

0.045

-1.487

= .137

P

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and subject antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.

To further confirm these findings, I conducted a series of analyses aiming to
detect the RNP for each full reference form separately. The analyses contrasted repeatedname-ga vs. null pronouns and repeated-name-wa vs. null pronouns. The results are
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summarized in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 below. In agreement with the omnibus analysis above,
these analyses revealed that the interaction between anaphors and antecedents, when
anaphors included repeated-name non-topic-ga, i.e., χ2(1) = 4.88, p = .03, but not
repeated-name topic-wa, i.e., χ2(1) = 2.06, p = .15.

Table 6.4
Separate RNP Analysis for Experiment 1: Null Pronoun vs. Repeated-name Non-topic-ga

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.490

0.042

177.303

< .001**

Antecedent: Object

0.112

0.031

3.581

< .001**

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga

0.196

0.031

6.287

< .001**

0.044

-2.213

= .027*

Antecedent: Object × Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga -0.098

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and subject antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.
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Table 6.5
Separate RNP Analysis for Experiment 1: Null Pronoun vs. Repeated-name Topic-wa

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.490

0.039

189.889

< .001**

Antecedent: Object

0.111

0.032

3.450

< .001**

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa

0.177

0.032

5.534

< .001**

-1.438

= .151

Antecedent: Object × Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa -0.066 0.048

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and subject antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.

The interaction in repeated-name non-topic-ga indicated smaller reading-time differences
between repeated-name non-topic-ga and the null pronoun in the object-antecedent
condition than in the subject-antecedent condition consistent with the RNP (Gordon,
Grosz & Gilliom, 1993). In contrast, the reading-time differences between repeated-name
topic-wa and null pronoun were not significantly different between subject- and objectantecedent conditions.
I also conducted simple comparisons contrasting the reading time of each anaphor
form between the subject- and object-antecedent conditions.
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Table 6.6
Simple Subject vs. Object Antecedent Effects for Each Anaphor Form in Experiment 1

β

SE

T

P

Null pronoun

0.111

0.032

3.490

< .001**

Repeated-name-Ga

0.010

0.031

0.330

= .741

Repeated-name-Wa

0.059

0.032

1.850

= .065 .

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The subject antecedent was always used
as reference levels (value = 0) for antecedent factor. Reading times were log transformed
and the coefficients thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at
a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1
are marked with a ‘.’.

The coefficients corresponding to these simple comparisons indicate that null pronouns
were the only anaphors significantly read faster for subject antecedents than object
antecedents. Also, repeated-name-wa were read faster for subject antecedents than object
antecedents at a marginal significance. However, repeated-name-ga did not show a
difference.
Results: Experiment 2
For the dataset involving 38 participants, reading times from trials to which the
participants answered the comprehension question incorrectly were removed, which
affected 3.07% of the data. In addition, outlier data, defined as reading times below 300
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ms or greater than 6000 ms were removed, which affected 0.83%. The reading times of
each type of anaphor are shown in Figure 6.2 below. Error bars in the figure represent the
standard error of the mean 32

Figure 6.2. Reading times of the second sentences with anaphors in Experiment 2

32

The raw reading times of Experiment 2 were faster than Experiment 1, which might

reflect a baseline difference between the participants in Experiments 1 (students of Mie
University) and 2 (students of the University of Tokyo). The University of Tokyo is
academically ranked higher than Mie University,
(http://daigaku.ehoh.net/hensachi/index.html), so the students of the University of Tokyo
could have processed information faster than the students of Mie University.
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Our omnibus analysis found a marginally significant interaction between antecedent
(subject vs. object) and anaphor (overt-pronoun-ga, overt-pronoun-wa, and null pronoun)
(χ2(2) = 5.55, p = .062). Table 6.7 shows the coefficients of the fixed terms in the final
model. Similar to Experiment 1, the results showed that the coefficients of the interaction
terms were significant with the overt-pronoun non-topic-subject-ga. This suggests the
OPP, but the overt-pronoun topic-subject-wa did not show this interaction.

Table 6.7
Omnibus OPP Analyses for Experiment 2

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.299

0.045

162.537 < .001**

Antecedent: Object

0.121

0.032

3.792

< .001**

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.209

0.032

6.539

< .001**

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.150

0.032

4.713

< .001**

Antecedent: Object × Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga -0.106

0.045

-2.358

= .019*

Antecedent: Object × Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa -0.052

0.045

-1.151

= .250

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and subject antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.
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Like Experiment 1, a series of analyses aiming to detect the OPP for each
reference form was separately conducted. The analyses compared overt-pronoun-ga vs.
null pronouns and overt-pronoun-wa vs. null pronouns. The results are summarized in
Tables 6.8 and 6.9 below. These analyses revealed an interaction in overt-pronoun nontopic-ga, i.e., χ2(1) = 5.17, p = .02, but not in overt-pronoun topic-wa, i.e., χ2(1) = 1.30, p
= .25.

Table 6.8
Separate OPP Analysis for Experiment 2: Null Pronoun vs. Overt-pronoun Non-topic-ga

β

SE

Intercept

7.298

0.045 163.707 < .001**

Antecedent: Object

0.120

0.033 3.666

< .001**

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.208

0.033 6.328

< .001**

Antecedent: Object × Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.047

0.047 -2.278

= .023*

T

P

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and subject antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.
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Table 6.9
Separate OPP Analysis for Experiment 2: Null Pronoun vs. Overt-pronoun Topic-wa

β

SE

T

Intercept

7.301

0.046

157.819 < .001**

Antecedent: Object

0.121

0.032

3.834

< .001**

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.145

0.031

4.621

< .001**

-1.143

= .254

Antecedent: Object × Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa -0.051 0.045

P

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and subject antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.

The interaction in overt-pronoun non-topic-ga indicated the OPP (Gelormini-Lezama &
Almor, 2011); smaller reading-time differences between overt-pronoun non-topic-ga and
the null pronoun in the object-antecedent conditions than the reading-time differences
present in the subject-antecedent conditions. On the other hand, the reading-time
differences between the overt-pronoun topic-wa and null pronoun were not significantly
different between subject- and object-antecedent conditions.
Like Experiment 1, simple comparisons, which contrast the reading times of each
anaphors between the subject- and object-antecedent conditions, were conducted.
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Table 6.10
Simple Subject vs. Object Antecedent Effects for Each Anaphor Form in Experiment 2

β

SE

T

P

Null pronoun

0.121

0.032

3.792

< .001**

Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.112

0.031

0.437

= .662

Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.113

0.029

2.171

= .030*

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The subject antecedent was always used
as reference levels (value = 0) for antecedent factor. Reading times were log transformed
and the coefficients thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at
a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1
are marked with a ‘.’.

These comparisons indicate that null pronouns as well as repeated-name topic-wa were
read significantly faster for subject antecedents than object antecedents. In contrast,
reading times of repeated-name non-topic-ga were not significantly different when
referring to subject and object antecedents. These outcomes are clearly reflected in the
interactions between the anaphor form and antecedents. The OPP was only detected with
overt-pronoun-ga, but not with overt-pronoun-wa because the overt-pronoun-wa showed
similar antecedent preference to null pronouns.
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Discussion
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 showed consistent outcomes in terms of the
difference between the anaphors with ga and those with wa. The non-topic-ga anaphors
showed the RNP and OPP, but the topic-wa anaphors showed neither of these effects.
Regarding the non-topic anaphors with ga (both repeated names and overt pronouns),
they were read significantly slower than null pronouns, but the reading-time differences
between the non-topic-ga anaphors and null pronouns decreased significantly when the
antecedent was the object, compared to when the antecedent was the subject. This
interaction of anaphor (i.e., overt anaphors with ga vs. null anaphors) and antecedent
salience (i.e., subject vs. object) shows that this is a discourse effect, and not merely a
reflection of phonological, orthographic or any other baseline difference between the
overt forms and null pronouns. If the outcomes were a reflection of the difference in
phonological or orthographic lengths between null pronouns and overt anaphors, then the
reading-time differences should have been uniform regardless of the grammatical role of
the antecedent (i.e., subject vs. object), and no interaction between anaphor form and
antecedent type would have been detected. The results of the non-topic-ga anaphors and
null anaphors are attributed to their different sensitivities to the grammatical saliences of
antecedents (i.e., subject antecedents vs. object antecedents). Specifically, while null
pronouns are strongly sensitive to the different grammatical statuses of antecedents (as
reflected in their reading-time difference depending on the antecedent’s salience), nontopic-ga anaphors are significantly less sensitive. Almor’s (1999) ILH is applicable to
these results; for the salient antecedents, the non-topic repeated-name-ga and non-topic
overt-pronoun-ga were processed slower than null pronouns because they were too
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informative to identify the antecedents, but the informativity was to some extent justified
when antecedents were non-salient because the rich information contributed to the
identification of the antecedents. These results are similar to Spanish (Gelormini-Lezama
& Almor, 2011), Brazilian-Portuguese and Italian (Almor, de Carvalho Maia, Cunha
Lima, Gelormini-Lezama & Vernice, 2013), which showed both the RNP and OPP. One
difference between Japanese and the above Romance languages is that processing a
sentence with overt pronouns in the Romance languages is penalized by rich information
carried by the overt pronouns (e.g., gender, number, and person) plus the information
carried by verbal morphology. On the other hand, Japanese overt pronouns are too
informative by themselves. As discussed in an earlier section, Japanese overt pronouns
are different from the overt pronouns in English or Spanish in that Japanese overt
pronouns connote information such as speaker’s age and social statuses as well as the
personal relationship and the psychological distance between the speaker and the
addressee. These elements were likely redundant in order to identify salient (default)
antecedents, and thus delayed their processing.
In contrast, the overt topic anaphors with wa and null pronouns did not show an
interaction with the antecedents’ saliences. These results are distinct from the non-topic
anaphors with ga, and thus our results show clear evidence of the effect from anaphors’
topic-hood. In other words, the topic anaphors with wa and the non-topic anaphors with
ga are differently processed. Since these different outcomes were detected in spite of the
same anaphor forms (i.e., repeated-name-ga vs. repeated-name-wa, and overt-pronoun-ga
vs. overt-pronoun-wa) that carry the same amount of semantic information, Almor’s
(1999) argument does not explain this outcome. Instead, Gordon and Hendrick’s (1998)
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DPT may apply to this outcome. The DPT explains that an English overt pronoun is
immediately interpreted as an anaphor and leads readers to search for an antecedent in
decreasing order of antecedent prominence (i.e., salience), starting with the most
prominent antecedent to the least prominent antecedent. In Japanese, as explained in an
earlier section, a topic-NP with wa typically refers to information that is already
acknowledged, while the NP with ga is a non-topic that generally introduces
unacknowledged information in a discourse. In other words, the topic-postposition wa
functions to signal that the NP-wa is an anaphor so that readers immediately search for its
antecedent. Therefore, similar to null pronouns, the topic-wa anaphors allowed readers to
find salient antecedents (i.e., subject) faster than non-salient antecedents (i.e., object),
resulting in no RNP or OPP detected.
One thing to note is that, although both topic-wa anaphors did not exhibit the
RNP or the OPP, there was a difference between the repeated-name topic-wa and overtpronoun topic-wa. While repeated-name topic-wa showed only a marginally significant
antecedent preference (Table 6.6), overt-pronoun topic-wa significantly preferred the
subject antecedents to the object antecedents (Table 6.10), just like null pronouns did.
These outcomes might reflect that, in addition to wa-marking, the overt pronoun form
contributed to allowing readers to immediately interpret them as anaphors. Although
Japanese overt pronouns are different from the overt pronouns in English or Spanish, they
should be anaphorically interpreted as long as they are pronouns, which typically refer to
a person that the speaker and addressee both know, regardless of whether they are affixed
by ga or wa. In addition, this overt pronouns’ similarity to null pronouns (in terms of
their antecedent preferences) might reflect that, as Obana (2003b) observed, younger
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Japanese speakers are beginning to use overt pronouns as mere pronouns without sociocultural constraints, and our participants’ ages were mostly under 20 (M = 19.833 in
Experiment 1; M = 19.974 in Experiment 2).
As a possible limitation, I need to mention that the results of Experiments 1 and 2
are different from Shoji, Dubinsky and Almor (2015, 2016), which elicited the RNP and
OPP with both the non-topic-ga and topic-wa anaphors; their results are distinct from the
present study that found the RNP and OPP with the non-topic-ga anaphors but not with
the topic-wa anaphors. A possible explanation could be attributed to the participants’
exposure to the second language. In Shoji, Dubinsky and Almor’s study, the participants
were U.S. residents, and their lengths of residence in the U.S. ranged from one month to
22 years (M = 5.84), while the present study collected data from participants who had
never continuously stayed outside Japan more than one month. The participants’
language instinct in the former study might have been affected by English. They could
have been less sensitive in differentiating the topic-subject and non-topic-subject because
English does not overtly mark the topic-hood. In this situation, where the participants
might have looked at only the subject-hood of anaphors, the RNP and OPP could have
been easier to elicit even with the topic anaphor with wa, relative to the situation where
all the participants are purer monolingual Japanese speakers (as in the present study).
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Chapter 7. Experiments 3 and 4
Predictions
Experiments 3 and 4 investigated the following issues regarding the topic-hood of
antecedents:
(i) RNP: If the topic is more salient than the non-topic, participants may read sentences
with null pronouns faster than sentences with repeated-name anaphors when the
antecedents are the topic. However, the reading-time difference might significantly
decrease when the antecedents are the non-topic.
(ii) OPP: If the topic is more salient than the non-topic, participants may read sentences
with null pronouns faster than sentences with overt-pronoun anaphors when the
antecedents are the topic. However, the reading-time difference might significantly
decrease when the antecedents are the non-topic.
(iii) Topic: Participants may process the sentences with overt anaphors differently
depending on whether they are the topic (i.e., repeated-name topic-wa and overt-pronoun
topic-wa) or the non-topic (i.e., repeated-name non-topic-ga and overt-pronoun nontopic-ga).
If the topic-hood of the antecedents enhances the accessibility, sentences with null
pronouns would be read faster than sentences with repeated-name/overt-pronoun
anaphors when they refer to topic antecedents. However, the reading-time difference
would be significantly decreased when they refer to non-topic (less salient) antecedents.
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In that case, we would observe RNP and OPP with the topic antecedent and the non-topic
antecedent.
Participants
Forty-one undergraduate students from the University of Shizuoka in Japan
participated in Experiment 3. They were all native Japanese speakers and between 18 and
23 years of age (M = 18.809). Seventeen undergraduate students from the University of
Shizuoka and twenty-six undergraduate students from Mie University (i.e., forty-two
participants in total) participated in Experiment 4. They were all native Japanese speakers
and between 18 and 21 years of age (M = 18.524). Each session lasted approximately 20
minutes.
Materials
Just like in Experiment 1, in Experiment 3’s examination of the RNP, anaphors
were repeated names with ga (i.e., repeated-name non-topic), repeated names with wa
(i.e., repeated-name topic), and null pronouns. Just like in Experiment 2, in Experiment
4’s examination of the OPP, anaphors were overt pronouns with ga, overt pronouns with
wa, and null pronouns. In each experiment, two-sentence discourses were given, in which
three types of anaphors refer to two different types of antecedents (topic vs. non-topic).
Accordingly, there were six conditions in total in each experiment. Six items are provided
for each condition, which creates 36 experimental items in each experiment. These are
mixed among 48 distractors. Sample items are shown below.
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Table 7.1
Conditions and Example Items for Experiment 3 (RNP)

Conditions:

Antecedent

Anaphor

Subject-topic

Repeated name -ga

Non-topic Subject

Repeated name -wa
Null pronoun

Example items:
First sentence with Antecedent
(i) Topic Subject
e.g.
Taku-wa
Kazuko-o
arubaito
Taku-TOP
Kazuko-ACC part-timer
‘Taku hired Kazuko as a part-timer.’
(ii) Non-topic Subject
e.g.
Taku-ga
Kazuko-o
arubaito
Taku-NOM Kazuko-ACC part-timer
‘Taku hired Kazuko as a part-timer.’

tosite yatotta.
as
hired

tosite yatotta.
as
hired

Second sentence with Anaphor
(i) Repeated name -ga
e.g.
Taku-ga
mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
Taku-NOM everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘Taku worked with Kazuko everyday.’
(ii) Repeated name -wa
e.g.
Taku-wa
mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
Taku-TOP
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘Taku worked with Kazuko everyday.’
(iii) Null pronoun
e.g.
Ø

mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘(he) worked with Kazuko everyday.’
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hataraita.
worked

hataraita.
worked

hataraita.
worked

Table 7.2
Conditions and Example Items for Experiment 4 (OPP)

Conditions:

Antecedent

Anaphor

Subject-topic

Overt pronoun -ga

Non-topic Subject

Overt pronoun -wa
Null pronoun

Example items:
First sentence with Antecedent
(i) Topic Subject
e.g.
Taku-wa
Kazuko-o
arubaito
Taku-TOP
Kazuko-ACC part-timer
‘Taku hired Kazuko as a part-timer.’
(ii) Non-topic Subject
e.g.
Taku-ga
Kazuko-o
arubaito
Taku-NOM Kazuko-ACC part-timer
‘Taku hired Kazuko as a part-timer.’

tosite yatotta.
as
hired

tosite yatotta.
as
hired

Second sentence with Anaphor
(i) Overt pronoun -ga
e.g.
Kare-ga
mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
he-NOM
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘He worked with Kazuko everyday.’
(ii) Overt pronoun -wa
e.g.
Kare-wa
mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
he-TOP
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘He worked with Kazuko everyday.’
(iii) Null pronoun
e.g.
Ø

mainiti
Kazuko-to
isshoni
everyday
Kazuko-with together
‘(he) worked with Kazuko everyday.’
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hataraita.
worked

hataraita.
worked

hataraita.
worked

All other aspects of items and procedure were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2.
Results: Experiment 3
The data from one participant whose accuracy was lower than 80% was removed
prior to analysis. For the data from the remaining 40 participants, just like in Experiments
1 and 2, reading times from trials to which the participants incorrectly answered the
comprehension question were removed, affecting 8.67% of the data. Also, extremely
short or long reading times, which are below 300 ms or greater than 6000 ms, were
removed, affecting 1.63%. The reading times of each type of anaphor are shown in
Figure 7.1 below. Error bars in the figure represent the standard error of the mean.

Figure 7.1. Reading times of the second sentences with anaphors in Experiment 3
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The analysis of the data detected no significant interaction between antecedent (topic vs.
non-topic) and anaphor (repeated-name-ga, repeated-name-wa, and null pronoun) (χ2(2)
= 3.93, p = .140). Table 7.3 shows the coefficients of the fixed terms in the final model.
The results were greatly different from our prediction in that null pronouns were read
significantly slower when antecedents were the topic than when they were the non-topic
subject. This outcome implies that the non-topic-subject antecedents are more salient than
the topic-subject antecedents are. The coefficients of the interaction terms in this analysis
were not significant with the repeated-name non-topic-subject-ga. The repeated-name
topic-subject-wa showed a marginally significant interaction, which implies a weak RNP.

Table 7.3
Omnibus RNP Analyses for Experiment 3

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.429 0.041 180.700 < .001**

Antecedent: Subject (Non-topic)

-0.068 0.034 -1.981

= .048*

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga

0.251 0.035

7.241

< .001**

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa

0.140 0.035

4.035

< .001**

Antecedent: Subject × Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga 0.002 0.049

0.035

= .972

Antecedent: Subject × Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa 0.085 0.049

1.740

= .082 .

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and topic antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
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respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.

In addition, a series of analyses were conducted separately for each full reference
form. The analyses contrasted repeated-name-ga vs. null pronouns and repeated-name-wa
vs. null pronouns. The results are summarized in Tables 7.4 and 7.5 below. These
analyses detected no interaction in repeated-name non-topic-ga, i.e., χ2(1) = 0.004, p
= .95, but the interaction was marginally significant in repeated-name topic-wa, i.e., χ2(1)
= 3.09, p = .08.

Table 7.4
Separate RNP Analysis for Experiment 3: Null Pronoun vs. Repeated-name Non-topic-ga

β

SE

Intercept

7.429

0.041 183.015 < .001**

Antecedent: Subject (Non-topic)

-0.068 0.035 -1.969

= .049*

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga

0.251

0.035 7.197

< .001**

Antecedent: Subject × Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga 0.003

0.049 0.063

= .950

T

P

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and topic antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
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differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.

Table 7.5
Separate RNP Analysis for Experiment 3: Null Pronoun vs. Repeated-name Topic-wa

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.428

0.040

183.989

< .001**

Antecedent: Subject (Non-topic)

-0.066 0.034

-1.942

= .052 .

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa

0.141

0.034

4.111

< .001**

Antecedent: Subject × Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa 0.085 0.048

1.758

= .079 .

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and topic antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.

The marginal interaction in repeated-name topic-wa indicated that the reading-time
differences between repeated-name topic-wa and the null pronoun in the topic-antecedent
conditions were smaller than in the non-topic-antecedent conditions, suggesting a
marginal RNP. On the other hand, the reading-time difference between repeated-name
non-topic-ga and null pronoun in the topic-antecedent condition was not different from
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their reading-time difference in the non-topic-antecedent condition. Thus, there was no
interaction between the anaphors and antecedents.
Like Experiments 1 and 2, a series of simple analyses comparing the reading time
of each anaphor form between the topic and non-topic antecedent conditions was also
conducted.

Table 7.6
Simple Topic vs. Non-topic Antecedent Effects for Each Anaphor Form in Experiment 3

β

SE

T

P

Null pronoun

-0.068

0.034

-1.981

= .048*

Repeated-name-Ga

-0.066

0.035

-1.906

= .059 .

Repeated-name-Wa

0.017

0.035

0.481

= .630

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The topic antecedent was always used as
reference levels (value = 0) for antecedent factor. Reading times were log transformed
and the coefficients thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at
a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1
are marked with a ‘.’.

The comparisons indicate that null pronouns were read faster for the non-topic antecedent
than the topic antecedent at the marginally significant level. On the other hand, repeatedname topic-wa did not show such an antecedent preference. As a result, they elicited the
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marginal RNP. In addition, repeated-name non-topic-ga showed the same trend as null
pronouns at a marginal significance, and thus these two types of anaphors did not show a
RNP.
Results: Experiment 4
The data from one participant whose accuracy was lower than 80% was removed
prior to analysis. For the remaining 41 participants’ data, reading times from trials to
which the participants incorrectly answered the comprehension questions were removed,
which affected 7.14% of the data. In addition, extreme reading times below 300 ms or
greater than 6000 ms were removed, affecting 1.28%. The reading times of each of the
types of anaphors are shown in Figure 7.2 below. Error bars in the figure represent the
standard error of the mean.

Figure 7.2. Reading times of the second sentences with anaphors in Experiment 4
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Unlike Experiment 3, the analysis did not find any significant interaction between
antecedent (topic vs. non-topic) and anaphor (overt-pronoun-ga, overt-pronoun-wa, and
null pronoun) (χ2(2) = 0.82, p = .662). Table 7.7 shows the coefficients of the fixed terms
in the final model. The coefficients of the interaction terms in this analysis were not
significant in all the cases, suggesting no OPP.

Table 7.7
Omnibus OPP Analyses for Experiment 4

β

SE

T

Intercept

7.441

0.042

175.642 < .001**

Antecedent: Subject (Non-topic)

-0.020

0.032

-0.631

= .528

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.255

0.032

7.838

< .001**

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.153

0.032

4.705

< .001**

Antecedent: Subject × Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga 0.007

0.046

-0.161

= .872

Antecedent: Subject × Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa 0.022

0.046

0.698

= .485

P

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and topic antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.
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Also, a series of analyses were separately conducted for each reference form. The
analyses contrasted overt-pronoun-ga vs. null pronouns and overt-pronoun-wa vs. null
pronouns. The results are summarized in Tables 7.8 and 7.9 below. Consistent with the
omnibus analysis above, these analyses revealed that the interaction term was not
necessary in both overt-pronoun non-topic-ga, i.e., χ2(1) = 0.02, p = .88, and overtpronoun topic-wa, i.e., χ2(1) = 0.47, p = .50.

Table 7.8
Separate OPP Analysis for Experiment 4: Null Pronoun vs. Overt-pronoun Non-topic-ga

β

SE

Intercept

7.440

0.043 173.603 < .001**

Antecedent: Subject (Non-topic)

-0.020 0.033 -0.611

= .541

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.254

< .001**

T

0.033 7.666

Antecedent: Subject × Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga -0.007 0.047 -0.146

P

= .884

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and topic antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.
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Table 7.9
Separate OPP Analysis for Experiment 4: Null Pronoun vs. Overt-pronoun Topic-wa

β

SE

T

Intercept

7.441

0.043

174.831 < .001**

Antecedent: Subject (Non-topic)

-0.019 0.032

-0.618

= .537

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.154

0.032

4.857

< .001**

Antecedent: Subject × Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa 0.031

0.045

0.682

= .495

P

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and topic antecedent
were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and antecedent factors,
respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients thus represent
differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a *
and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.

Moreover, as I conducted in previous experiments, simple comparisons
contrasting the reading times of each anaphor form (null pronoun, overt-pronoun-ga, and
overt-pronoun-wa) between the topic and non-topic antecedent conditions were
conducted. The results are shown below.
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Table 7.10
Simple Topic vs. Non-topic Antecedent Effects for Each Anaphor Form in Experiment 4

β

SE

T

P

Null pronoun

-0.020

0.032

-0.631

= .528

Overt-pronoun-Ga

-0.028

0.033

-0.851

= .395

Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.012

0.033

0.358

= .720

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The topic antecedent was always used as
reference levels (value = 0) for antecedent factor. Reading times were log transformed
and the coefficients thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at
a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1
are marked with a ‘.’.

The coefficients corresponding to these simple comparisons indicate that none of the
anaphors were read differently when paired with the topic or non-topic antecedents.
Indeed, Experiment 4 did not elicit the OPP with any anaphors or antecedents. Also, a
contradiction that we found is that null pronouns’ different reading times, depending on
antecedent types detected in Experiment 3, were not found in Experiment 4.
Discussion
Unlike Experiments 1 and 2, whose antecedents were grammatically different (i.e.,
subject vs. object), Experiments 3 and 4 used antecedents that were different in terms of
information structure (i.e., topic vs. non-topic). Experiment 3 elicited a marginal RNP
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with the repeated-name topic-wa anaphors and null pronouns, but not with the repeatedname non-topic-ga anaphors. The difference between repeated-name topic-wa and
repeated-name non-topic-ga indicates that wa and ga differently affected the processing
of anaphors in the same form (i.e., repeated name). On the other hand, Experiment 4 did
not elicit the OPP regardless of the postpositions, wa or ga.
Neither Experiment 3 nor 4 supported the prediction from Crawley (1986) and
Colonna, Schimke and Hemforth (2012) that indicated that the topic-hood of the
antecedents enhanced their saliences and accessibilities (in English and German,
respectively, but not in French). On the contrary, Experiment 3 showed that null
pronouns (and non-topic repeated-name anaphors with ga) were read faster when they
referred to the non-topic-ga antecedent than when referring to the topic-wa antecedent
(Table 7.6). This outcome implies that the non-topic-ga antecedent is more salient than
the topic-wa antecedent. The null pronouns’ preference for the non-topic subject-ga
antecedent is in fact consistent with the corpus studies by Clancy and Downing (1987),
Hinds (1984) and Nakahama (2003). They found that the most frequent combination of
antecedents and anaphors in Japanese was the non-topic subject-ga antecedent referred to
by null pronouns. In their studies, there were much fewer instances of the topic subjectwa antecedent being referred to with null pronouns.
Unlike null pronouns and repeated-name non-topic-ga, repeated-name topic-wa
anaphors were read indifferently for either antecedent (Table 7.6), or numerically faster
when referring to the topic-wa antecedents than when referring to the non-topic-ga
antecedents. The different antecedent preferences of null pronouns and repeated-name
topic-wa contributed to the elicitation of the marginal RNP. This marginally significant
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interaction could be straightforwardly explained by the ILH. Null pronouns carry no
semantic information, and thus they were read faster for more salient antecedents (i.e.,
non-topic antecedents) than for less salient antecedents (i.e., topic antecedents). On the
other hand, repeated-name topic-wa anaphors were too informative for simply identifying
already salient antecedents. Therefore, their reading was slowed, and their reading times
for salient antecedents became closer to their reading times for non-salient antecedents.
However, it should be noted that these results contradict with the results from Experiment
1. In Experiment 1, repeated-name-wa and null pronouns did not show an interaction
with antecedents while they elicited a marginal interaction in Experiment 3. The different
outcomes should be attributed to the difference of antecedents (subject vs. object in
Experiment 1, and topic-subject vs. non-topic-subject in Experiment 3). Experiment 1
showed that null pronouns significantly preferred subject antecedents to object
antecedents (Table 6.6, p < .001), which indicates that subject antecedents are
significantly more salient than object antecedents. Although Experiment 3 found that null
pronouns preferred non-topic-subject antecedents to topic-subject antecedents, this effect
appeared to be weaker (Table 7.6, p = .048). This suggests that the difference of salience
between topic and non-topic antecedents is weaker than that between subject and object
antecedents. The difference of salience between topic and non-topic antecedents might
have been too subtle for repeated-name-wa to detect, while null pronouns showed the
effect albeit weakly in Experiment 3. Therefore, repeated-name topic anaphor with wa
were read at similar speeds for topic antecedents and for non-topic antecedents, resulting
in the marginally significant antecedent-anaphor interaction when anaphors were
repeated-name-subject-wa and null pronouns.
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Regarding the repeated-name non-topic-ga anaphors, similar to null pronouns,
they were read faster for the non-topic-subject-ga antecedent than for the topic-subjectwa antecedent at a marginally significant level (Table 7.6). The reason why repeatedname non-topic-ga anaphors preferred the non-topic-ga antecedents to the topic-wa
antecedents might reflect wa and ga’s functions. As discussed in an earlier section, a
topic-initial sentence (that starts with an NP with wa) introduces a discourse topic and
indicates that the following discourse will develop in relation to the topic entity. When
readers processed the second sentences, the anaphors with ga initially looked like new
information or a subtopic (i.e., push in Walker’s Cache Model), which were the least
likely to correspond with the discourse topic (i.e., antecedent-wa in the first sentence).
Thus, the repeated-name non-topic-ga anaphor (that looked like a subtopic) would not
have been interpreted as an anaphor for the topic-wa antecedents (that is the discourse
topic), which resulted in the marginally significant delay of their reading times. In
contrast, the repeated-name non-topic-ga anaphor did not particularly dis-prefer the nontopic-ga antecedents. In this case, an explicit discourse topic was absent in the entire
discourse, and thus there was no matching between the discourse-topic antecedent and
subtopic-like anaphor. Although they are not an appropriate anaphor-antecedent
combination (as reflected in Experiment 1), processing of this combination (i.e.,
repeated-name-ga referring to the non-topic-ga) was not as inappropriate as the other
combination (i.e., repeated-name-ga referring to the topic-wa).
Experiment 4 did not show an OPP; there was no interaction between the anaphor
form and the antecedent’s information-structure status. The failure to detect the
interaction that was detected in Experiment 3 seems to be due to the different outcomes
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of Experiment 3 and 4. While in Experiment 3 null pronouns showed a significant
preference for the non-topic-ga antecedents (Table 7.6), this antecedent preference
disappeared in Experiment 4 (Table 7.10). This discrepancy might be unexplainable
because Experiments 3 and 4 used the exact same items, in terms of the null pronouns
and antecedents.33 Thus, the results of null pronouns’ reading times should have been
alike between Experiments 3 and 4. This inconsistency could be further tested with more
participants. One possibility is that this null pronouns’ preference detected in Experiment
3 might simply disappear with the testing of more participants, considering that the null
pronouns’ faster reading for subject antecedents than topic antecedents is not strongly
significant. Also, this inconsistency could be attributed to the overt anaphors used in
these experiments. While the repeated-name-ga in Experiment 3 activated readers’
sensitivity to different antecedents at a marginally significant level (i.e., repeated-namega were read faster for subject antecedents than topic antecedents), the activation of their
sensitivity to antecedents remained when they read null pronouns in Experiment 3. On
the other hand, overt pronouns (both with ga and wa) in Experiment 4 did not show a
reading-time difference between topic antecedents and non-topic antecedents. As a result,
null pronouns were read faster for non-topic-ga antecedents than topic-wa antecedents in
Experiment 3 but not in Experiment 4.
Another finding in Experiment 4 is that the overt-pronoun non-topic-ga anaphors
(i.e., kare/kanojo-ga) were read indifferently between the topic-wa antecedents and the
33

The only difference between Experiments 3 and 4 was that repeated names were used

in Experiment 3, whereas overt pronouns were used in Experiment 4. Thus, the discourse
items including null pronoun anaphors were exactly the same in these two experiments.
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non-topic-ga antecedents (Table 7.10). This is unlike the repeated-name non-topic-ga
anaphors in Experiment 3, which showed a marginally significant preference for the nontopic-ga antecedents (Table 7.6). Because they were marked by the same postposition ga,
their difference in antecedent preferences should be attributed to the different anaphor
forms, repeated name versus overt pronoun. In a previous paragraph, I explained that
repeated-name non-topic-ga anaphors dis-preferred the topic-wa antecedents because the
anaphors were initially interpreted as new information and as a subtopic. The fact that the
overt-pronoun non-topic-ga did not show this dis-preference might indicate that they
were interpreted, not as new information, but as an anaphor (i.e., old information),
although they were marked by ga. As I explained for Experiments 1 and 2, a pronoun
(either overt pronoun or null pronoun) should be interpreted as an anaphor by default
(although Japanese pronouns are more than mere pronouns). Possibly the function of ga
that typically introduces new information was neutralized by the overt pronoun form,
resulting in the disappearance of the repeated-name-ga anaphors’ dis-preference for the
topic-wa antecedents.
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Chapter 8. Experiments 5 and 6
Predictions
Experiments 5 and 6 investigate the following issues regarding empathy:
(i) RNP: If the empathy locus is more salient than the non-empathy locus, participants
may read sentences with null pronouns faster than sentences with repeated-name
anaphors when the antecedents are the empathy locus. However, the reading-time
difference might significantly decrease when the antecedents are the non-empathy locus.
(ii) OPP: If the empathy locus is more salient than the non-empathy locus, participants
may read sentences with null pronouns faster than sentences with overt pronouns when
the antecedents are empathy locus. However, the reading-time difference might
significantly decrease when the antecedents are the non-empathy locus.
(iii) Topic: Participants may process sentences with the overt anaphors differently
depending on whether they are the topic (i.e., repeated-name topic-wa and overt-pronoun
topic-wa) or the non-topic (i.e., repeated-name non-topic-ga and overt-pronoun nontopic-ga).
If empathy enhances the accessibility of antecedents, sentences with null pronouns would
be read faster than repeated-name/overt-pronoun anaphors when they refer to empathylocus antecedents. However, the reading-time difference might be significantly
neutralized when they refer to non-empathy-locus (less salient) antecedents. In that case,
we would observe RNP and OPP with empathy-locus antecedents and non-empathy-locus
antecedents. In addition, the anti-logophoricity of overt pronouns would lead to the
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slower reading of overt-pronoun sentences preceded by empathy-locus antecedents
compared to the reading of overt-pronoun sentences preceded by non-empathy-locus
antecedents.
Participants
Forty-one undergraduate students from Nagoya University in Japan participated
in Experiment 5. They were all native Japanese speakers and between 18 and 23 years of
age (M = 18.926). Forty-two undergraduate students from Mie University participated in
Experiment 6. They were all native Japanese speakers and between 18 and 24 years of
age (M = 19.523). Each session lasted approximately 20 minutes.
Materials
Just like earlier experiments, two-sentence discourses were given, in which three
types of anaphors referred to two antecedents (empathy locus vs. non-empathy locus).
For Experiments 5 and 6, the empathy locus was expressed by the verbs ageru/kureru
‘give’ and -te ageru/-te kureru ‘do a favor of –ing’ as well as motte-iku/motte-kuru ‘bring’
and katte-iku/katte-kuru ‘buy’. These words had to appear in more than one experimental
item. In order to minimize repetitions of the words, I used the masu-form (e.g.,
agemasu/kuremasu) and plain form (e.g., ageru/kureru) across verbs; the masu-form is
used in more formal situations than the plain form. Moreover, I assigned different levels
of politeness for ageru, which also created different forms of the verbs. Namely, I used
yaru ‘give’ and -te yaru ‘do a favor of –ing’ along with ageru ‘give’ and -te ageru ‘do a
favor of –ing’; yaru ‘give’ and -te yaru ‘do a favor of –ing’ are impolite versions of
ageru ‘give’ and -te ageru ‘do a favor of –ing’. Overall, the variations of the verbs in the
experimental items are summarized in the table below.
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Table 8.1
Verbs in Items of Experiment 5 and 634

Empathy locus = do-er

‘give’

‘do a favor of –ing’

34

Empathy locus = do-ee

(e.g., giver)

(e.g., receiver)

ageru

kureru

(plain)

agemasu

kuremasu

(formal)

yaru

(plain, impolite)

yarimasu

(formal, impolite)

-te ageru

-te kureru

(plain)

-te agemasu

-te kuremasu

(formal)

-te yaru

(plain, impolite)

-te yarimasu

(formal, impolite)

In Japanese, there are polite versions of ageru/kureru, which are sasiageru/kudasaru.

However, these words were not used in Experiments 5 and 6 because overt pronouns are
not used when referring to someone whose social status is higher than the speaker’s. That
is, if a speaker says “Taro-ga… sasiageru/kudasaru”, that indicates that Taro is a social
superior to the speaker, and thus the speaker should not use overt pronouns to refer to
Taro (Hinds, 1975; Yashima, 2014), e.g., a discourse such as “Taroi-ga… sasiageta.
Karei…” is unacceptable.
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‘bring’

motte iku

motte kuru

(plain)

motte ikimasu

motte kimasu

(formal)

katte kuru

(plain)

katte kimasu

(formal)

‘buy (for someone)’ katte iku
katte ikimasu

The number of items above varied: (i) discourses including ‘give’ in their first sentences
were 8 items, (ii) discourses including ‘do a favor of –ing’ were 20 items, (iii) discourses
including ‘bring’ were 4 items, and (iv) discourses including ‘buy’ were 4 items. Among
the items above, the numbers of (iii) ‘bring’ and (iv) ‘buy’ were kept minim because
these verbs had to appear in the exactly same form. The number of (i) ‘give’ was a little
more than ‘bring’ and ‘buy’ because ‘give’ that indicates givers as the empaty locus has
two variations, ageru and its impolite version yaru. The number of (ii) ‘do a favor of –ing’
was the largest because in this category ageru/yaru ‘give’ and kureru ‘give’ were
attached to other verbs, i.e., osiete-ageru ‘do a favor of teaching’ or okutte-ageru ‘do a
favor of sending’. By combining with different verbs, I expected that the effect from the
repetition of ageru/yaru and kureru would be neutralized.
In addition, in order to distract participants from the repetition of the words across
the experimental items, I prepared a larger number of distractor items than in
Experiments 1, 2, 3 and 4; namely, 84 distractors. Six experimental items for each of the
six conditions create 36 items, which are mixed among the 84 distractors (Total = 120
items).
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Table 8.2
Conditions and Example Items for Experiment 5 (RNP)

Conditions:

Antecedent

Anaphor

Empathy-locus Subject

Repeated name -ga

Non-empathy-locus Subject

Repeated name -wa
Null pronoun

Example items:
First sentence with Antecedent
(i) Empathy-locus Subject
e.g.
Taku-ga
Kazuko-ni
kuruma-o
utte-ageta.
Taku-NOM Kazuko-DAT car-ACC
sold
‘Taku sold his car for Kazuko.’ [Taku = Empathy locus]
(ii) Non-empathy-locus Subject
e.g.
Taku-ga
Kazuko-ni
kuruma-o
utte-kureta.
Taku-NOM Kazuko-DAT car-ACC
sold
‘Taku sold his car for Kazuko.’ [Kazuko = Empathy locus]

Second sentence with Anaphor
(i) Repeated name -ga
e.g.
Taku-ga
Kazuko-kara daikin-o
ikkatu-de
Taku-NOM Kazuko-from money-ACC at once
‘Taku received the money from Kazuko all at once.’
(ii) Repeated name -wa
e.g.
Taku-wa
Kazuko-kara daikin-o
ikkatu-de
Taku-TOP
Kazuko-from money-ACC at once
‘Taku received the money from Kazuko all at once.’
(iii) Null pronoun
e.g.
Ø

Kazuko-kara daikin-o
ikkatu-de
Kazuko-from money-ACC at once
‘(he) received the money from Kazuko all at once.’
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uketotta.
received

uketotta.
received

uketotta.
received

Table 8.3
Conditions and Example Items for Experiment 6 (OPP)

Conditions:

Antecedent

Anaphor

Empathy-locus Subject

Overt pronoun -ga

Non-empathy-locus Subject

Overt pronoun -wa
Null pronoun

Example items:
First sentence with Antecedent
(i) Empathy-locus Subject
e.g.
Taku-ga
Kazuko-ni
kuruma-o
utte-ageta.
Taku-NOM Kazuko-DAT car-ACC
sold
‘Taku sold his car for Kazuko.’ [Taro = Empathy locus]
(ii) Non-empathy-locus Subject
e.g.
Taku-ga
Kazuko-ni
kuruma-o
utte-kureta.
Takju-NOM Kazuko-DAT car-ACC
sold
‘Taku sold his car for Kazuko.’ [Kazuko = Empathy locus]

Second sentence with Anaphor
(i) Overt pronoun -ga
e.g.
Kare-ga
Kazuko-kara daikin-o
ikkatu-de
he-NOM
Kazuko-from money-ACC at once
‘He received the money from Kazuko all at once.’
(ii) Overt pronoun -wa
e.g.
Kare-wa
Kazuko-kara daikin-o
ikkatu-de
he-TOP
Kazuko-from money-ACC at once
‘He received the money from Kazuko all at once.’
(iii) Null pronoun
e.g.
Ø

Kazuko-kara daikin-o
ikkatu-de
Kazuko-from money-ACC at once
‘(He) received the money from Kazuko all at once.’
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uketotta.
received

uketotta.
received

uketotta.
received

Just like Experiment 1 through 4, the number of letters and morae were kept
approximately the same. For the sentences with null pronouns, the number of letters and
morae ranged from 14 to 16 and 17 to 20, respectively. For the sentences with overt
pronouns and repeated names, they ranged from 16 to 19 and from 21 to 24, respectively.
A difference between Experiments 5 and 6 and Experiments 1 through 4 is that the
personal entities as grammatical objects in the experimental discourses are indirect
objects (with the dative-postposition ni) in Experiments 5 and 6, whereas in the other
experiments they were direct objects (with the accusative-postposition o). In Experimnets
5 and 6, with the verbs ‘give’, ‘do a favor of –ing’, ‘bring’ and ‘buy’, the direct objects
had to be things to be given/brought/bought, and thus the recipient personal entities had
to be indirect objects. All other aspects of items and procedure were the same as in
Experiments 1 through 4.
Results: Experiment 5
The reading times of the second sentences that included anaphors were measured.
Again, of the data from the 41 participants, reading times from trials to which the
participant answered the comprehension question incorrectly were removed, affecting
9.01% of the data.35 I removed extreme reading times below 300 ms or greater than 6000

35

The incorrect responses for comprehension questions were relatively higher in

Experiments 5 and 6 than the other experiments. This might reflect that the first sentences
in Experiments 5 and 6, which included three arguments (i.e., subject, direct object,
indirect object), might have been more complex and thus difficult to comprehend than
those in the other experiments that included two arguments (subject, direct object).
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ms, which affected 0.45% of the data. The reading times of anaphors are shown in Figure
8.1 below. Error bars in the figure represent the standard error of the mean.

Figure 8.1. Reading times of the second sentences with anaphors in Experiment 5

There was no significant interaction between antecedent (empathy locus vs. non-empathy
locus) and anaphor (repeated-name-ga, repeated-name-wa, and null pronoun) (χ2(2) =
2.69, p = .261) detected in the analysis. Table 8.4 shows the coefficients of the fixed
terms in the final model. The coefficients of the interaction terms in this analysis proved
to be not significant in all cases.
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Table 8.4
Omnibus RNP Analyses for Experiment 5

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.284

0.046

158.128

< .001**

Antecedent: Non-empathy-locus

0.022

0.027

0.816

= .415

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga

0.020

0.027

7.480

< .001**

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa

0.149

0.027

5.441

< .001**

-0.053

0.038

-1.369

= .171

0.004

0.039

0.103

= .918

Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga
Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and empathy-locus
antecedent were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and
antecedent factors, respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients
thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are
marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a
‘.’.

Like the other experiments, I also conducted the analyses that aimed to detect the
RNP for each full reference form separately. The analyses compared repeated-name-ga
vs. null pronouns and repeated-name-wa vs. null pronouns. The results are shown below.
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These analyses found the interaction neither when anaphors included repeated-name nontopic-ga, i.e., χ2(1) = 0.18, p = .18, nor when anaphors included repeated-name topic-wa,
i.e., χ2(1) < .001, p = .98.

Table 8.5
Separate RNP Analysis for Experiment 5: Null Pronoun vs. Repeated-name Non-topic-ga

Β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.284

0.045

161.419

< .001**

Antecedent: Non-empathy-locus

0.022

0.027

0.836

= .403

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga

0.201

0.027

7.594

< .001**

-0.050

0.038

-1.334

= .182

Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Repeated-name-Ga

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and empathy-locus
antecedent were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and
antecedent factors, respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients
thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are
marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a
‘.’.
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Table 8.6
Separate RNP Analysis for Experiment 5: Null Pronoun vs. Repeated-name Topic-wa

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.283

0.047

154.983

< .001**

Antecedent: Non-empathy-locus

0.024

0.028

0.869

= .385

Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa

0.152

0.028

5.440

< .001**

0.001

0.039

0.019

= .985

Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Repeated-name-Wa

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and empathy-locus
antecedent were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and
antecedent factors, respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients
thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are
marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a
‘.’.

In addition, I compared the reading time of each anaphor form between the
empathy-locus antecedent condition and non-empathy-locus antecedent condition.
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Table 8.7
Simple Empathy-locus vs. Non-empathy-locus Antecedent Effects for Each Anaphor Form
in Experiment 5
β

SE

T

P

Null pronoun

0.022

0.027

0.816

= .415

Repeated-name-Ga

-0.030

0.027

-1.120

= .263

Repeated-name-Wa

0.026

0.027

0.953

= .341

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The empathy-locus antecedent was
always used as reference levels (value = 0) for antecedent factor. Reading times were log
transformed and the coefficients thus represent differences between conditions in log
scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **.
Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.

The comparisons indicate that none of the anaphors were read differently when paired
with the empathy-locus and non-empathy-locus antecedents. Although these results did
not show any significance, our prediction could be supported by the trend that reading
times of repeated-name-ga were larger with the empathy-locus antecedents than the nonempathy-locus antecedents, while null pronouns’ reading times were longer with the nonempathy-locus antecedents than those with the empathy-locus antecedents.
Results: Experiment 6
Of the data from the 42 participants, I removed the reading times from trials to
which the participant incorrectly answered the comprehension question, which affected
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10.58% of the data. Extreme reading times below 300 ms or greater than 6000 ms were
removed, affecting 1.33% of the data. The reading times for each of the types of anaphors
are shown in Figure 8.2 below. Error bars in the figure represent the standard error of the
mean.

Figure 8.2. Reading times of the second sentences with anaphors in Experiment 636

36

The raw reading times of Experiment 6 were slower than Experiment 5, which might

reflect a difference between the participants in Experiments 5 (students of Nagoya
University) and 6 (students of Mie University). Nagoya University is academically
ranked higher than Mie University, (http://daigaku.ehoh.net/hensachi/index.html), so the
students of Nagoya University could have processed information faster than the students
of Mie University, similar to Experiments 1 and 2.
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The analysis showed no significant interaction between antecedent (empathy locus vs.
non-empathy locus) and anaphor (overt-pronoun-ga, overt-pronoun-wa, and null
pronoun) (χ2(2) = 0.34, p = .843). Table 8.8 shows the coefficients of the fixed terms in
the final model. The coefficients of the interaction terms in this analysis were not
significant in all cases, suggesting no OPP.

Table 8.8
Omnibus OPP Analyses for Experiment 6

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.360

0.049

151.200

< .001**

Antecedent: Non-empathy-locus

0.072

0.034

2.108

= .035*

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.287

0.035

8.243

< .001**

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.275

0.034

8.009

< .001**

-0.021 0.049

-0.432

= .666

-0.027 0.049

-0.555

= .579

Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga
Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and empathy-locus
antecedent were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and
antecedent factors, respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients
thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are
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marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a
‘.’.

Just like the other experiments, I compared each full reference form separately.
The analyses compared overt-pronoun-ga vs. null pronouns and overt-pronoun-wa vs.
null pronouns. The results are summarized in Tables 8.9 and 8.10 below. These analyses
found no interaction in either overt-pronoun non-topic-ga, i.e., χ2(1) = 0.25, p = .62, or in
overt-pronoun topic-wa, i.e., χ2(1) = 0.30, p = .59.

Table 8.9
Separate OPP Analysis for Experiment 6: Null Pronoun vs. Overt-pronoun Non-topic-ga

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.362

0.048

152.502

< .001**

Antecedent: Non-empathy-locus

0.074

0.033

2.229

= .026*

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.288

0.034

8.476

< .001**

-0.502

= .616

Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

-0.024 0.048

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and empathy-locus
antecedent were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and
antecedent factors, respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients
thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are
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marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a
‘.’.

Table 8.10
Separate OPP Analysis for Experiment 6: Null Pronoun vs. Overt-pronoun Topic-wa

β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.360

0.047

156.106

< .001**

Antecedent: Non-empathy-locus

0.071

0.034

2.077

= .038*

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.275

0.034

7.980

< .001**

-0.546

= .585

Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

-0.027 0.049

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and empathy-locus
antecedent were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and
antecedent factors, respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients
thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are
marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a
‘.’.

Simple comparisons contrasting the reading times of each anaphor form between
empathy-locus and non-empathy-locus antecedent conditions were conducted. The results
are shown below.
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Table 8.11
Simple Empathy-locus vs. Non-empathy-locus Antecedent Effects for Each Anaphor Form
in Experiment 6
β

SE

T

P

Null pronoun

0.072

0.034

2.108

= .035*

Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.051

0.035

1.446

= .148

Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.045

0.034

1.323

= .186

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The empathy-locus antecedent was
always used as reference levels (value = 0) for antecedent factor. Reading times were log
transformed and the coefficients thus represent differences between conditions in log
scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **.
Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.

These comparisons indicate that null pronouns were read significantly faster when
referring to the empathy-locus rather than the non-empathy-locus antecedent. On the
other hand, neither type of overt pronouns elicited significant reading-time differences.
Nevertheless, we did not detect the OPP. Also, a contradiction is that, while Experiment 5
did not elicit significant reading-time differences with null pronouns when paired with
the empathy-locus antecedents and non-empathy-locus antecedents, null pronouns in
Experiment 6 did elicit a significant reading-time difference. This contradiction is similar
to that in Experiments 3 and 4.
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Results: Experiment 6 with ageru and kureru
Additional analyses were conducted for Experiments 5 and 6. I performed the
same analyses from the previous section with the data reduced based on the type of verbs
in the experimental items. In the first sentences of the discourses for Experiments 5 and 6,
four different types of verbs were used: ‘give’ ageru (and yaru) vs. kureru, ‘do a favor of
–ing’ -te ageru (and-te yaru) vs. -te kureru, ‘bring’ motte-iku vs. motte-kuru, and ‘buy’
katte-iku vs. katte-kuru. The verbs indicated whether the antecedent was the empathy
locus or non-empathy locus. These verbs were divided into two groups; (i) the verbs that
included ageru (and yaru)/kureru ‘give’ and ‘do a favor of –ing’ and (ii) the verbs that
included iku/kuru ‘bring’ and ‘buy’. The additional analyses shown in this section were
conducted with only (i) the verbs that included ageru (and yaru)/kureru. After removing
(ii) the verbs that included iku/kuru, the data from 28 discourse items were left to be
analyzed.37
The verbs (ii) ‘bring’ motte-iku/kuru and ‘buy’ katte-iku/kuru were removed from
the analyses because, although iku/kuru ‘come/go’ are widely acknowledged as empathy
indicators (Kawakami, 1996; Kuno, 1978; Koga, 2014), no existing studies (to my
knowledge) have argued that those verbs indicate empathy when they are used
auxiliarilly as motte-iku/kuru ‘bring’ or katte-iku/kuru ‘buy’. On the other hand, the verbs
(ii) ageru/kureru ‘give’ and -te ageru/kureru ‘do a favor of –ing’ were analyzed because

37

I did not conduct the additional analyses for (ii) the verbs that include iku/kuru (motte-

iku/kuru ‘bring’ and katte-iku/kuru ‘buy’) because there were only 8 discourse items with
these verbs (for 6 conditions), which may be too few to be statistically analyzed.
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they are generally accepted as empathy-indicating devices, which is empirically
supported by Koga’s (2014) questionnaire-based research.
In the additional analyses with the selected data from the discourses that included
ageru/kureru, Experiment 5 still showed no interaction between antecedents and anaphor
forms in any case, indicating no RNP. However, in the analyses for Experiment 6,
marginal interactions were detected when anaphors were overt pronouns (both with ga
and wa), suggesting an OPP. The reading times of the overt-pronoun anaphors (in the
second sentences) preceded by ageru/kureru (in the first sentences) are shown in Figure
8.3 below. Error bars in the figure represent the standard error of the mean.

Figure 8.3. Reading times of the second sentences with anaphors in Experiment 6 with
items ageru/yaru & kureru
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The omnibus analysis of the selected data set found no interaction between antecedent
(empathy locus and non-empathy locus) and anaphor (overt-pronoun-ga, overt-pronounwa, and null pronoun) (χ2(2) = 4.09, p = .130), but the coefficients of the fixed items in
the final model (shown below) detected marginally significant interactions both with
overt-pronoun-ga and overt-pronoun-wa.

Table 8.12
Omnibus OPP Analyses for Experiment 6 with Ageru/Kureru ‘give’ & ‘do a favor of –ing’
β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.334

0.051

144.849

< .001**

Antecedent: Non-empathy-locus

0.125

0.039

3.233

= .001**

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.325

0.039

8.262

< .001**

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.300

0.038

7.803

< .001**

-0.099

0.056

-1.767

= .077 .

-0.094

0.055

-1.724

= .085 .

Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga
Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and empathy-locus
antecedent were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and
antecedent factors, respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients
thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are
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marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a
‘.’.

One possible issue in these analyses is a small sample size due to the reduced items. Thus,
I repeated the same analyses without items as a random factor. These repeated analyses
did not change the results. Marginal interactions were detected with overt-pronoun-ga (β
= -0.102, SE = 0.059, t = -1.746, p = .086) and with overt-pronoun-wa (β = -0.099, SE =
0.057, t = -1.720, p = .086).
In an effort to detect an OPP for each full reference separately, I compared the
overt-pronoun-ga vs. null pronoun and overt-pronoun-wa vs. null pronoun. Marginally
significant interactions between antecedent and anaphor were found with both overtpronoun-ga (χ2(1) = 3.141, p = .076) and overt-pronoun-wa (χ2(1) = 3.118, p = .077).

Table 8.13
Separate OPP Analysis for Experiment 6: Null Pronoun vs. Overt-pronoun Non-topic-ga
with Ageru/Kureru ‘give’ & ‘do a favor of –ing’
Β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.336

0.050

146.624

< .001**

Antecedent: Non-empathy-locus

0.126

0.038

3.359

< .001**

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.322

0.038

8.411

< .001**

-0.096

0.054

-1.774

= .076 .

Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Ga
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Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and empathy-locus
antecedent were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and
antecedent factors, respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients
thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are
marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a
‘.’.

Table 8.14
Separate OPP Analysis for Experiment 6: Null Pronoun vs. Overt-pronoun Topic-wa
with Ageru/Kureru ‘give’ & ‘do a favor of –ing’
β

SE

T

P

Intercept

7.334

0.048

152.347

< .001**

Antecedent: Non-empathy-locus

0.126

0.039

3.246

= .001*

Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.301

0.039

7.778

< .001**

-0.097

0.055

-1.768

= .077 .

Antecedent: Non-empathy ×
Anaphor: Overt-pronoun-Wa

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The null pronoun and empathy-locus
antecedent were used as reference levels (value = 0) for the reference form and
antecedent factors, respectively. Reading times were log transformed and the coefficients
thus represent differences between conditions in log scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are
marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **. Effects with p < .1 are marked with a
‘.’.
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As in the previous analysis, due to a concern regarding sample size, I repeated these
analyses without items as a random factor, which resulted in similar outcomes. There still
were marginally significant interactions for overt-pronoun-ga (β = -0.100, SE = 0.057, t =
-1.743, p = .082) and for overt-pronoun-wa (β = -0.100, SE = 0.057, t = -1.739, p = .082).
In addition, I compared the reading time of each anaphor form between the
empathy-locus and non-empathy-locus antecedent conditions, as shown below.

Table 8.15
Simple Empathy-locus vs. Non-empathy-locus Antecedent Effects for Each Anaphor Form
in Experiment 6 with Ageru/Kureru ‘give’ & ‘do a favor of –ing’
β

SE

T

P

Null pronoun

0.125

0.039

3.233

= .001**

Overt-pronoun-Ga

0.026

0.040

0.651

= .515

Overt-pronoun-Wa

0.031

0.039

0.790

= .430

Note. Factors were coded with dummy coding. The empathy-locus antecedent was
always used as reference levels (value = 0) for antecedent factor. Reading times were log
transformed and the coefficients thus represent differences between conditions in log
scale. Effects at a p ≤ .05 level are marked with a * and at a p ≤ .001 level with a **.
Effects with p < .1 are marked with a ‘.’.
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The analyses for simple antecedent effects for each anaphor forms above show that,
(when empathy locus was indicated by ageru/kureru-type of verbs) null pronouns were
read significantly faster when antecedents were the empathy locus than when they were
the non-empathy locus. On the other hand, there was no difference in reading times of the
overt-pronoun-ga/wa between the two antecedent types. These different sensitivities for
antecedents between null pronouns and overt-pronoun-ga/wa elicited the marginally
significant OPP.
Discussion
Experiment 5 failed to elicit the RNP with all the analyses that I conducted, which
might mean that repeated names are not significantly different from null pronouns in their
sensitivities to an antecedents’ empathy status (empathy locus vs. non-empathy locus).
My prediction that repeated names would tend to prefer non-salient antecedents, i.e., nonempathy-locus antecedents, compared to null pronouns could be only supported by the
trend that the repeated-name non-topic-ga showed. Notice that, in Experiment 5,
sentences with the repeated-name-ga was numerically read faster when antecedents were
the non-empathy locus than when they were the empathy locus, while null pronouns
showed the opposite trend, although their different antecedent-preferences did not reach
the necessary level to show a significant interaction between them and antecedents (β = 0.053, SE = 0.038, t = -1.369, p = .171). On the other hand, repeated-name topic-wa did
not show any such trend, and they were read similarly to null pronouns, i.e., repeatedname topic-wa (similar to null pronouns) were read numerically faster for empathy-locus
antecedents than for non-empathy-locus antecedents (β = 0.004, SE = 0.039, t = 0.103, p
= .918). These results are somewhat similar to Experiment 1. The repeated names with ga
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were processed differently from null pronouns (which we predicted to elicit the RNP)
possibly because repeated names carry rich semantic information that is more than
required to identify the salient (empathy-locus) antecedent, in accordance with the ILH.
In contrast, the topic-hood given by wa neutralized the delay of reading by allowing
readers to immediately interpret the repeated-name-wa as an anaphor, as the DPT argues.
Experiment 6 did not elicit the OPP when the entire dataset was analyzed.
However, a marginal OPP was found when analyses were conducted only with the data
from selected discourses including ageru/kureru-types of verbs (i.e., ‘give’ and ‘do a
favor of –ing’). The results showed typical OPP-like outcomes (although the interactions
were marginal). This supports the hypothesis that empathy-locus antecedents are more
salient than non-empathy-locus antecedents, as Walker, Iida and Cote (1994) argue.
Almor’s (1999) ILH can explain these results in a straightforward manner, which is
supported by the Japanese overt pronouns’ rich semanticities. While null pronouns that
carry no semantic information match the default antecedents (salient, empathy-locus
antecedents), Japanese overt pronouns that contain rich semanticity are too informative to
identify the default antecedents, which resulted in the marginal OPP.
Gordon and Hendrick’s (1998) DPT does not predict these effects; regardless of
the postposition (ga vs. wa), overt pronouns showed the OPP, being read indifferently
between with empathy-locus antecedent and non-empathy-locus antecedents. Recall that
Experiments 1 and 2 revealed that topic anaphors with wa led readers to immediately
interpret them as anaphors and were not subject to the RNP or OPP, as predicted by the
DPT. The effect of wa disappeared in Experiment 6 (with selected verb items). The
neutralization of wa’s function could be attributed to the anti-logophoricity of Japanese
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overt pronouns. As discussed in Chapter 2, Japanese overt pronouns tend to avoid
referring to a perspective-barer, which may correspond with the empathy locus,
according to Sells (1987). The anti-logophoricity and rich semanticity could additively
contribute to the marginal OPP even with the topic anaphors with wa.
However, if it is true that Japanese overt pronouns carry anti-logophoricity,
sentences with those should have been read faster for non-empathy-locus antecedents
(non-perspective-bearer) than for empathy-locus antecedents (perspective-bearer). In
reality, the effect of the anti-logophoricity was not strong enough to generate this
outcome; overt pronouns were read indifferently between with empathy-locus
antecedents and non-empathy-locus antecedents. This absence of the obvious antilogophoricity in Experiment 6 could be because the discourses used in the experiment did
not reliably elicit the anti-logophoricity. Compared to the present study, earlier studies
related to anti-logophoricity more explicitly indicated empathy-loci by using the phrases
such as “According to [empathy locus], he…” (Dubinsky & Hamilton, 1999). While our
items attempted to indicate the empathy locus by using the verbs, ageru/kureru (and
iku/kuru), these might have been too implicit to fully activate overt pronouns’ antilogophoricity in readers’ processing. A future study could test the anti-logophoricity of
Japanese overt pronouns more directly by using these phrases (i.e., “according to
[empathy-locus entity]…” or “[empathy-locus entity] thinks that…”), which might elicit
the OPP at a significant level. Moreover, as mentioned in the Materials section for
Experiment 5 and 6, one limitation of Experiments 5 and 6 was that the same verbs had to
be used several times in the experimental discourses because there are not many verbs
that indicate empathy loci. There is a possibility that the participants became familiar
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with the verbs while they were taking the experiments and became less reactive to the
antecedents’ empathy status. A solution for this possible problem could be conducting the
experiment using fewer discourses which allows for decreased repetition of the same
verbs, and in turn, an increase in the number of participants will be needed.
In Experiments 5 and 6, there is a similar problem to that of Experiments 3 and 4.
Null pronouns’ reading times showed different results between Experiments 5 and 6,
although they used exactly the same items on the conditions with null pronouns.
Specifically, null pronouns did not show a significant difference between empathy-locus
and non-empathy-locus antecedents in Experiment 5 (Table 8.7), but a significant
difference was detected in Experiment 6 (Table 8.11), favoring for the empathy-locus
antecedents. This discrepancy could be attributed to the same reason for the inconsistency
between Experiments 3 and 4: the overt anaphors used in Experiments 5 and 6 affected
the reading of null pronouns. While overt pronouns (with ageru/kureru ‘give’) in
Experiment 6 activated readers’ sensitivity to the antecedent difference at a marginally
significant level (i.e., sentences with overt pronouns were read faster for empathy-locus
antecedents than for non-empathy-locus antecedents), their sensitivity to antecedents kept
activated even when they read null pronouns in Experiment 6. On the other hand, any
overt anaphors in Experiment 5 did not show a reading-time difference between two
types of anaphors. Therefore, the readings times of null pronouns faster for empathylocus antecedents than non-empathy-locus antecedents in Experiment 6 but not in
Experiment 5. A supporting data for this explanation might lie in the data of Experiment
6. When I analyzed the data of Experiment 6 only with ageru/kureru-discourses, the null
pronouns reading-time difference increased (Table 8.15, p = .001) compared to when I
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analyzed the entire data including all the verbs in the first sentence (Table 8.11, p = .035).
This outcome indicates that, as the combination of overt pronouns and ageru and kureru
(‘give’) made readers aware of the different salience of antecedents, the participants’
awareness to different antecedents’ salience remained for null pronouns as well.
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Chapter 9. General Discussion
An original concern of this dissertation regarding the early studies of the RNP and
OPP was that the languages that have been tested (e.g., English, Spanish) do not
explicitly mark the topic-hood of anaphors. Since the topic-hood and the subject-hood
generally overlap in those languages, it was questioned whether the non-topic subject
anaphors and the topic subject anaphors might elicit different effects. Therefore, the
current study investigated the RNP and OPP in Japanese, which morphologically marks
the topic in order to separately examine the topic anaphors and the non-topic anaphors.
The topic-postposition wa marked the overt topic anaphors, and the nominativepostposition ga marked the non-topic anaphors. These overt anaphors were used, as well
as null pronouns, to find out preferences for and sensitivities to different types of
antecedents. Since overt anaphors were either repeated names or overt pronouns, five
types of anaphors were utilized in total: (i) repeated-name non-topic-subject-ga, (ii)
repeated-name topic-subject-wa, (iii) overt-pronoun non-topic-subject-ga, (iv) overtpronoun topic-subject-wa, and (v) null pronoun (that is also the topic).
Another concern of this study was about the salience of the antecedent. While
many existing studies confirm that the grammatical subject is more salient than the
grammatical object, a number of studies propose that the topic antecedents might be more
salient than the non-topic antecedents and that the empathy-locus antecedents could be
more salient than the non-empathy-locus antecedents. Therefore, while earlier literatures
controlled antecedent saliences only by their grammatical statuses and word order, this
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study attempted to manipulate the antecedents’ saliences by information-structural status
(topic vs. non-topic, Experiments 3 and 4) and a non-linguistic notion, namely the
empathy status (empathy locus vs. non-empathy locus, Experiments 5 and 6), in addition
to grammatical status (subject vs. object, Experiments 1 and 2). These possibly different
saliences of antecedents were expected to elicit interactions with different anaphor types.
Let us review two earlier accounts for the RNP/OPP, namely the DPT and the
ILH, which are used as the frameworks for explaining the results of the current study.
Gordon and Hendrick’s (1998) DPT suggests that, when antecedents are salient, anaphors
that are immediately recognized as an anaphor (e.g., English overt pronouns) are read
faster than anaphors that initially receive non-anaphoric interpretation. This is because
the former type of anaphors leads readers to search for antecedents starting with salient
ones and ending with non-salient ones while the latter type of anaphors leads readers to
search for antecedents in an inverse situation, starting with non-salient ones and ending
with salient ones. On the other hand, Almor’s (1999) ILH explains that, when antecedents
are salient, anaphors that carry little semantic information (e.g., English overt pronouns,
Spanish null pronouns) are read faster than anaphors that carry rich semantic information.
This is because the rich information is not necessary in order to identify a salient
antecedent, which should be interpreted as an antecedent by default. On the other hand,
when antecedents are not salient, since they are not the default antecedents, rich semantic
information that an anaphor carries contributes to the identification of the non-salient
antecedents. Thus, the advantage of anaphors with little information over anaphors with
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rich information is decreased, nullified, (Gordon, Grosz & Gilliom, 1993) or even
overturned (Gelormini-Lezama & Almor, 2011).38
Returning back to the present study, Experiments 1 and 2 revealed that null
pronouns and repeated names as well as null pronouns and overt pronouns exhibited the
RNP and OPP, respectively, only when the overt anaphors were the non-topic anaphors
marked by ga. The non-topic anaphors and null pronouns elicited the interactions with
the antecedents’ grammatical statuses, in a similar way to Gelormini-Lezama and Almor
(2011) that found the RNP and OPP in Spanish. The RNP and OPP detected in
Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that the ILH is applicable to Japanese, when overt anaphors
do not carry the topic-hood. Because of the rich semantic information of the overt
anaphors with ga, the processing of these anaphors was penalized for salient antecedents
but justified to some extent for non-salient antecedents.
In contrast, with the topic-hood given by the topic-postposition wa, the overt
anaphors and null pronouns were read similarly faster for the salient antecedents than for
the non-salient antecedents, resulting in no RNP or OPP detected. It appears that the
effect from topic-marking overrode the effect from semantic information that anaphors
carry (i.e., the topic-marking to some extent neutralized the processing penalty from the
rich semanticity that anaphors carry). Therefore, the DPT is applicable here instead of the
38

Recall that, when antecedents were not salient, Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom (1993)

found that sentences with English repeated names were read as fast as sentences with
overt pronouns, and Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011) found that sentences with
Spanish repeated names and overt pronouns were read faster than sentences with null
pronouns.
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ILH. When processing the topic anaphors with wa, readers immediately interpreted them
as an anaphor and searched for the antecedent starting from salient antecedents to nonsalient ones. Thus, the reading times of the topic anaphors with wa were faster when
antecedents were salient than when they were not. This immediate anaphoric
interpretation for the topic-wa anaphors contributed to the avoidance of the RNP and
OPP.
Different from Experiments 1 and 2, Experiments 3 and 4 contrasted the topicsubject antecedents and non-topic-subject antecedents. Although the results of
Experiments 3 and 4 were somewhat mixed, their main findings were that null pronouns
and the repeated-name topic-wa anaphors elicited a marginal RNP, but repeated-name
non-topic-ga did not. The results of Experiment 3 are therefore inconsistent with the
results of Experiment 1, which showed that repeated-name topic-wa did not elicit an
interaction while repeated-name non-topic ga did. In Experiment 3, an RNP with
repeated-name topic-wa anaphors was elicited possibly because the difference of
antecedent saliences (topic-subject vs. non-topic-subject) was subtle (compared to subject
vs. object in Experiment 1). The relatively subtle difference of saliences was detected by
null pronouns but not detected by repeated-name topic-wa, resulting in the marginal RNP,
unlike the difference between subject antecedents and object antecedents in Experiment 1,
which both null pronouns and repeated-name topic-wa detected (resulting in no RNP). In
contrast, the repeated-name non-topic-ga did not show the RNP in Experiment 3 due to
ga’s function to introduce new information as the subtopic. Since the non-topic-ga
anaphors were interpreted as the subtopic which would be the most unlikely to be
associated with the discourse topic, building a referential relationship between them
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elicited long reading times. Since both the non-topic-ga anaphors and null pronouns dispreferred the topic antecedents, they did not elicit the processing penalty (i.e., there was
no interaction between these two types of anaphors and antecedents).
Experiments 5 and 6 utilized antecedents which differed in terms of empathy
status. One finding in these experiments was the marginal OPP with overt pronouns
regardless of topic-hood (when analyzing only the discourses that included ageru/kureru).
This outcome is different from Experiments 1 and 2 in that the topic-hood of anaphors
did not help readers avoid the processing penalty derived from the combination of salient
antecedents (empathy locus) and semantically rich anaphors (overt pronouns), thus the
DPT does not apply while the ILH is applicable. I attribute the disappearance of the wa’s
facilitation to the anti-logophoricity that Japanese overt pronouns carry. This property
may have lead readers to avoid the reference to empathy locus when encountering overtpronoun anaphors. In Experiments 1 and 2, the empathy status of antecedents was not
specified, so overt pronouns’ anti-logophoricity was not active in readers’ processing.
Also, in Experiment 5, repeated-name anaphors do not carry anti-logophoricity, so these
anaphors did not react to the empathy-status of antecedents.
The remaining question is why the analyses with the entire dataset (including the
data from the discourses with iku/kuru-type of verbs) did not detect the OPP. The failure
to elicit the OPP indicates that these verbs with iku/kuru did not provide the empathylocus status to antecedents, which nullified the effect gained when the verbs were only
ageru/kureru-type. One possibility is that, as briefly mentioned earlier, iku ‘go’ and kuru
‘come’ might lose the function to indicate empathy-loci when they are used as an
auxiliary verb that is attached to another verb, like the items used in our experiments, i.e.,
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motte-iku/motte-kuru ‘bring’ and katte-iku/katte-kuru ‘buy’. Another possibility is that
iku/kuru are originally too weak in indicating empathy-loci, unlike ageru/kureru ‘give’type of verbs. These possibilities should be tested in another experiment, and the
experiment would need a large number of participants because, in the experiment, these
verbs will have to be repeated several times in the exactly the same form, and thus there
should not be many items in each condition.
The most noteworthy finding of this dissertation research was from Experiments 1
and 2. The overt topic anaphors marked by wa, both repeated name and overt pronoun,
did not elicit the RNP or the OPP. In languages such as English or Spanish that do not
explicitly mark the topic-hood, readers may initially interpret a subject anaphor merely as
a grammatical subject, without interpreting it as the topic that should refer to already
acknowledged information. In this situation, non-anaphoric interpretation (DPT) or
redundant informativity (ILH) of the anaphor could penalize the processing of an anaphor.
However, in a language such as Japanese that explicitly indicates the topic-hood of an
anaphor, the effect from an explicit topic-marking may enhance the anaphoric
interpretation and override the effect from the informativity of an anaphor. GelorminiLezama and Almor (2011) proposed that the RNP could be a universal phenomenon
across languages, but the present study indicates that this argument should be confined to
a condition in which the repeated names are not marked as the topic and thus not
immediately interpreted as an anaphor. Also, Gelormini-Lezama and Almor suggested
that the OPP should be observed in the null subject languages that utilize rich/informative
verbal morphology, but the OPP can be extended to languages whose overt pronouns
inherently connote rich semantic information such as those in Japanese.
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Regarding the salience of antecedents, the present study, as well as earlier studies,
showed robust evidences that the grammatical subjects are more salient than objects.
Also, although I used a subset of the dataset (excluding iku/kuru), this study presented
that empathy locus seems more salient than non-empathy locus. On the other hand, it may
be unclear whether the topic or the non-topic is more salient than the other in a discourse.
At the beginning of this dissertation, the term salience was defined as the high activation
of an entity in the readers’ working memory. However, this definition might be
insufficient or inappropriate when examining the salience/accessibilities of the topic
antecedents and the non-topic antecedents. In a Japanese discourse, a topic-wa entity
remains activated as an overall topic during a reader’s processing of the discourse, while
a non-topic-ga entity is temporarily foregrounded (Maynard, 2004) and thus activated at
the moment when readers process it and the surrounding sentences. In this situation, it is
difficult to determine that one is more salient than the other in a definitive way because
the relative saliences of entities fluctuates in the flow of a discourse, e.g., a non-topic
could become temporarily more salient than the discourse topic. Accordingly, it is also
difficult to argue that a short reading time of a sentence with an anaphor reflects the high
degree of salience of its antecedent.
Another finding from Experiments 1-4 was that, in spite of their rich semantic
information, sentences with Japanese overt pronouns tend to be read faster for salient
antecedents than sentences with repeated names (unless their anti-logophoric property
reacts to antecedents’ empathy status as in Experiments 5 and 6). This is possibly because
the overt pronouns are more likely to be interpreted as an anaphor than repeated names
are, in accordance with the DPT. In Experiments 1 and 2, although both elicited the RNP
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and OPP, overt-pronoun-wa were read significantly faster when antecedents were salient
(subject) than when they were non-salient (object), while repeated-name-wa was not read
differently between the antecedents at a significant level. In Experiments 3 and 4, the
repeated-name-ga was read almost significantly faster when antecedents were the nontopic than when they were the topic, but the reading-time difference disappeared with the
overt-pronoun-ga. These differences between repeated names and overt pronouns in
terms of their sensitivities to antecedents could be because overt pronouns tended to
receive anaphoric interpretation more than repeated names did, having led readers to
search for the antecedents starting from salient ones.
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Chapter 10. Conclusion
While Gordon, Grosz and Gilliom (1993) first reported the RNP, a following
study by Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011) contributed to classifying between
languages that obligatorily place an overt grammatical subject such as English and
languages that utilize null subjects and rich verbal morphology like Spanish. A similar
study on Italian and Brazilian Portuguese (Almor, de Carvalho Maia, Cunha Lima,
Gelormini-Lezama, & Vernice, 2013) confirmed their analysis. The present study further
develops the understanding of distinct effects between the above languages and a
language that utilizes an explicit topic-marking morpheme, Japanese. This study newly
classifies languages regarding the RNP and OPP where the RNP and the OPP are not
elicited when a language marks anaphors as the topic, while the RNP and OPP are
generated when a language does not mark anaphors as the topic. In order for this
classification to be valid, further testing on other languages that utilize topic-marking
morphemes is needed. Korean, which also allows distinct use of topic-subjects and nontopic-subjects, is a good candidate to be examined.
The second experiment of Gelormini-Lezama and Almor (2011) observed that the
RNP and OPP disappeared when anaphors play the role of the discourse focus. On the
other hand, the present study showed that, when an anaphor plays the role of the topic, it
is not subject to the RNP or OPP. These results from the present study and GelorminiLezama and Almor imply that the use of repeated-name anaphors or overt-pronoun
anaphors are not penalized when readers realize that these anaphors perform some kind
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of discourse function, either as the topic or focus. This implication further predicts that,
in a specific context-setting where Japanese subject anaphors with ga appear as the
exhaustively-listed focus in critical sentences (i.e., the second sentences in the present
study), we might not observe the RNP or the OPP, although Experiments 1 and 2 of the
current study observed these effects on anaphors with ga, which were not what this study
was focusing on.
This dissertation discussed that wa typically marks an NP that is previously
acknowledged old information while ga marks a newly introduced NP (unless ga marks
an exhaustively listed NP). However, according to Noda (1996), Kuno (1973a) and
Makino (1996), an NP-ga can refer to an antecedent if sentences with the NP-ga describe
unpredictable events in the discourse, e.g., ‘There was a friend-ga who was really good at
math. … One day, however, the friend-ga got zero on a math test (Makino, 1996, pp. 9495)’. If this is the case, the ga-marked anaphor could be smoothly read when the sentence
with the anaphor conveys unpredictable information, and the RNP and OPP detected with
anaphors with ga in Experiments 1 and 2 might disappear. This would be an interesting
topic for a future study.
To conclude, the present study revealed that the processing of referential
expressions are greatly affected not only by the form of anaphors themselves, but also by
the choice of postpositions, wa and ga, that mark the anaphors. There has been no study
that has tested the RNP and OPP including the aspect of postpositions that mark anaphors.
Therefore, this research fills a gap in cross-language understandings of processing
referential expressions.
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Appendix A. Readings and Meanings of Words Excluded from Corpus Search of
kare (彼) ‘he’ and kanojo (彼女) ‘she’

Word

Reading

Literal meaning

Meaning of the word

何彼

nanika

‘what’ + ‘that’

various things

誰彼

darekare

‘who’ + ‘that’

various people

彼我

higa

‘he/she/they’ + ‘I’

he/she/them and I

彼岸

higan

‘that’ + ‘shore’

A Buddhist week during the
Spring and Autumnal
Equinox

彼比

karekore

‘that’ + ‘this’

various things

彼氏

karesi

‘he’ + ‘Mr.’

boyfriend

彼ら

karera

‘he’ + plural

they

彼等

karera

‘he’ + plural

they

彼女ら

kanojora

‘she’ + plural

them (specifically women)

彼女等

kanojora

‘she’ + plural

them (specifically women)

彼処

kasiko

‘that’ + ‘place’

over there

彼程

arehodo

‘that’ + ‘degree’

that much

彼奴

kayatu/kyatu

‘that’ + ‘person’

that person

彼方

kanata

‘that’ + ‘direction’

over there
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彼某

karegasi/kagasi

‘that’ + ‘unknown’

that unknown person

元彼

motokare

‘former’ + ‘he’

ex-boyfriend

今彼

imakare

‘now’ + ‘he’

current boyfriend

前彼

maekare

‘previous’ + ‘he’

ex-boyfriend

彼所

asuko

‘that’ + ‘place’

over there

海彼

kaihi

‘sea’ + ‘that’

oversea
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